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Master of Philosophy
AI Tools — Their Complexity And How To Manage It
by Nigel Ian Payne

This thesis describes the difficulties encountered when using a particular AI tool to
implement an Intelligent Knowledge-Based System (IKBS) to solve an apparently sim
ple problem. KEE (Knowledge Engineering Environment) was chosen as a typical
example of the more powerful, commercially available AI tools. It was found to be
too complex: its different knowledge representation paradigms interacted in a com
plicated and, as a result, almost unpredictable fashion; it was difficult to control the
reasoning process, especially where the production rules were involved. A subset of
KEE's functionality was finally tamed by using Z, a formal specification language, to
specify the problem and its implementation.
This work suggests that it is difficult for the programmer to be confident that an
expert system or IKBS, built with this tool, would perform correctly under aU circum
stances. Moreover, it casts doubt upon the performance of applications built with AI
tools of similar complexity. Further use of formal specification techniques during the
design and implementation of these systems should increase their reliability.
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1 Introduction
The desire to understand the workings of the human brain has been with mankind for
many years. Aristotle was the founder of Cognitive Science with his work 2300 years
ago on knowledge representation. Leibniz, perhaps the first proponent of Artificial In
telligence (AI), attempted to quantify all knowledge and reasoning in his Characteristica
Universalis. Today, research in this area is arrangW into three major groups: Artificial
Intelligence, Cognitive Science and Cognitive Psychology. AI has sprung from the
discipline of Computer Science and approaches the problem of instilling intelligent
behaviour within a computer. Cognitive Psychology has its roots in Psychology and
investigates how people acquire knowledge, remember it, and put it to use to make
decisions and solve problems. Cognitive Sdence is at the interface of Psychology and
Computer Science: it emphasises the construction of a plausible model for the human
cognitive processes which is then often implemented on a computer.
Since the 1950s there has been a growing interest in the field of Artificial Intelli
gence. 1956 saw 10 people, who would lead the field in the early years, assemble at
the Dartmouth conference. Research continues today in both syntMic and connectionist
(see chapter 2) approaches to AI. Despite the great promise of AI, it has proved more
difficult to implement successful, large scale intelligent systems than the early pioneers
of AI envisag^. This is probably not surprising given the time it took the human brain
to evolve.
AI research is usually motivated by one of two goals (not necessarily mutually
exclusive). One is to model the human mind in an effort to better understand it
The other is to construct a computer program to perform a task — often requiring
intelligence — currently performed by a human.
Work associated with these goals may be classified as strong or weak AI. These
terms were introduced by Searle in connection with his Chinese-Room Thought Exper
iment [see Searle 1980]. Proponents of strong AI believe that a computer running a
program which models the human mind is a mind, in the sense that it can be deemed
to understand. That is they adopt a behavioural stance on consciousness: there is no such
thing as consciousness, there are only organisms behaving. Supporters of weak AI, on
the other hand, would not credit the computer with understanding. They would instead
see the computer as a powerful tool for studying the mind. Searle's work argues for
the case of weak AI: he does not believe the computer can be deemed to be a mind with
understanding.
The goal of using the computer for tasks usually performed by a human is com
mon to both Computer Science and AI. In general the task may be tedious, repetitive,
dangerous or difficult. AI applications would normally concentrate on tasks that re
quire intelligence to perform. Such human expertise has always been valued. As tech
nology advances, that expertise becomes more complex and thus its value increases
accordingly. The ability to capture that expertise, in a computer program, would re
lieve the expert from the simpler of his tasks, allowing him to concentrate on the more

taxing problems. It would also protect the employer, to some extent, against the loss
of an expert and the associated toowledge.
The work presented here takes a pragmatic approach to AI: it is not concerned
with arguments for or against strong AI but hopes to improve our ability to use the
computer to implement successful AI programs (the meaning of successful is discussed
in section 2.4).
The demand for AI software has resulted in several programming languages and
environments becoming commercially available. This thesis discusses the difficulties
experienced when applying an example of one of the larger tools, KEE (the Knowledge
Engineering Environment), to a simple problem. The main difficulty was found to be
managing the complexity of KEE. It is shown how a formal specification language, Z,
may be used to specify the problem and its implementation. This helped to control
KEE's complexity and resulted in a successful implementation within a reasonable
amount of time.
The thesis is organised as follows:
Chapter 2: Knowledge Representation Knowledge representation (KR) is introduced
via the notions of modelling and abstraction. The use of knowledge by human's is
discussed briefly before concentrating on the issues involved with the successful
representation of knowledge in computers. Several contemporary methods of
representing knowledge are reviewed.
Chapter 3: Problem Solving and Implementation This chapter covers two areas.
The first is the form of typical AI problems and strategies for their solution. The
second is the AI programming environments (tools) currently available in which
to implement a problem-solver. Discussion focuses upon KEE, as an example of
a typical AI tool, in preparation for chapter 4.
Chapter 4: Applying KEE to a Design Problem The application of KEE to an exam
ple of a design problem, Alfa (see appendix B.2), is described. The difficulties
encountered due to KEE's complexity are discussed. The use of formal specifi
cation (Z) in the implementation of a successful problem-solver is described.
Chapter 5: Future Work and Conclusions This chapter draws the thesis to a close and
suggests how the work combining formal specification and AI tools should con
tinue.

2 Knowledge Representation
2.1 Introduction
This chapter opens by identifying modelling and abstraction as key concepts associ
ated with the process of knowledge representation (KR). It then briefly discusses the
human use of knowledge before moving on to a more technical definition of knowl
edge itself. The problem of representing knowledge in computers is tackled and three
critical topics identified, the fOt language, the inference regime and the identification
of domain knowledge (model). The principal KR formalisms used within AJ are de
scribed. The chapter draws to a close with several issues pertinent to KR.

2.2 Modelling and Abstraction
The notion of the representation of knowledge is at heart an easy one to un
derstand. It simply has to do with writing down, in some language or
communicative medium, descriptions or pictures that correspond in some
salient way to the world or a state of the world. In Artificial Intelligence
(AJ), we are concerned with writing down descriptions of the world in such
a way that an intelligent machine can come to new conclusions about its
environment by formally manipulating these descriptions.
Brachman & Levesque 1985
Obviously it would not be possible to write down everything that any one person
knows about the world, thus only that knowledge that is relevant to the particular AI
application should be presented to the computer. The computer will need sufficient
knowledge about the problem domain to enable it to perform correctly. The quality of
the AI application is often measured by performance alone, although the proponents
of strong AI might argue that the end does not always justify the means. That is, the
method that gives rise to the performance of the system, is just as important as the
performance itself. In essence the programmer (or knowledge engineer) must con
struct a model of the problem domain. That is a simplified or idealized description of a
particular system or process that is put forward as a basis for calculations, predictions
or further investigation.
The process of identifying a simplified or idealized description is called abstraction.
This is concerned with identifying the salient pieces of knowledge and representing
them, hiding superficial detail. Only that knowledge that is used during the com
puter's reasoning process is needed, the rest is unnecessary. Thus, abstractions are
formed for real world entities. For example, if the computer has to manipulate blocks
on a table top, an abstraction for a block might identify features such as shape and
weight to be important (see appendix B.l). If the computer has a means of sensing
the colour of the blocks, then this too might be deemed relevant. However, if the

computer's tasks never involved the use of colour to identify the block, it would be
an unnecessary piece of information.
Each idealized description of an object, process, etc., is called an abstraction. A
model usually refers to an abstraction of a large system of interacting entities or pro
cesses. Some abstractions will be for more complex objects than others. Thus there are
different levels of abstraction. For example, a description of a car, at different levels of
abstraction, may be something like:
• A vehicle is used for the transportation of people and objects.
• A car is a vehicle and consists of an engine, chassis, four-wheels and four seats.
• An engine consists of a cooling system, 4 cylinders, 4 spark plugs...
So the abstraction of a car, hides the details of the engine. The description of the car
could quite easily have included the details about the engine, in which case it would
have been at a lower-level of abstraction.
This example also shows how abstractions may be used to define other abstrac
tions. There are a variety of mechanisms for building up definitions, these will be
discussed in section 2.9.3. These definitions may be usW in both recognition of and
reasoning about entities.
Knowledge Representation is concerned with developing both a medium in which
to capture the knowledge, and a suitable model of the problem domain within that
medium. The problem, presented to the computer, will often change as time pro
gresses. It is therefore important that the KR medium should allow the model to be
easily amended and extended. In terms of abstraction, this may be in the form of filling
in previously omitted detail.

2.3 Human Use of Knowledge
So, what is knowledge? This section and the following will try to arrive at a useful
definition of knowledge from the point of view of AI. This section discusses briefly the
ways in which a person may be said to make use of knowledge. The next section offers
a more technical definition.
Memories are one obvious form of knowledge. People can remember a variety of
things: facts they have learnt; events in which they have taken part; decisions they
have made, and so on. These type of memories can be classed as 'knowing whaP,
they are a personal history. People also remember 'how' to do something — 'knowing
how'. A standard example is knowing how to tie a shoelace. This is something the
person was taught at one stage in their life, and have stored the knowledge for future
use/re-use. This knowledge is compiled in some sense; it is not readily amenable to
self-interrogation.
Man's ability to communicate has been seen as a major clue to understanding in
telligence. It is also a skill which hinges on knowledge, ^mehow people successfully
manage to talk about the world around them, their feelings and opinions. They can
issue orders or relate their own memories. Such a diverse skill must rely on converting
some internal representation of their knowledge of the world into language [Jackendoff
1983].

Every moment of the day, a person is bombarded with sensory information. This
input is decoded during the process of perception. Input from sight, sound, smell,
touch and taste must be processed. Some inputs are recognised as known patterns
and others are identified as questions requiring a response. It must be possible to
store and recall all of these from memory. There are two key processes that have
been identified with cognition: recognition and recall. Recognition is the process of
identifying an incoming sensory pattern with one that has already been distinguished
from others and stored in memory. Recall is the process of retrieving a particular piece
of knowledge from memory, in answer to a question perhaps.
Humans also use knowledge to solve problems and play games. For example,
planning the best order (best may be shortest route, for example) to visit shops on a
shopping spree. This at least requires knowledge of the shops which may sell the items
on the shopping list and of the town's geography. A game of chess involves knowledge
of permissible moves and what constitutes a winning state. Past experience allows the
player to select what is likely to be a winning strategy and more specifically a good
move.
The following is a short list of different kinds of knowledge that it must be possible
to represent:
General Knowledge: Language provides an insight into how humans store and
manipulate knowledge; people speak about their personal knowledge of the
world. There are different kinds of sentence, some appearing less ambiguous
than others. It is often possible to construct different contexts which would
radically change the precise meaning of a sentence. Here are some example:
Simple Facts
John is a boy. Mary is married to John.

Doe the second sentence refer to the same John as the first?
Rule
If the car’s engine is running at 4000 revolutions f^r minute and the
accelerator is still being depressed, then the computer controlled
gear-box must change up a gear.

Beliefe
I think Mary is off work with a cold.

Ascribed Beliefs
I think John hates me because I lost his ball.

Procedural: People know how to carry out actions to achieve particular end results,
e.g. tying a shoelace and playing the piano.
Images: It is possible to remember how scenes appeared to the viewer. There is
also evidence for idealized mental images which can be used in reasoning. For
example, when asked "Does a tiger have a striped tail?" many people report
imagining a picture of a tiger and then exploding the tail's portion in order to see
the answer [O'Shea & Eisenstadt 1984].
All these different types of knowledge need to be stored. Whether this is done by
one or several means is still open to debate.

INPUTS

OUTPUTS

2.4 Definition of Knowledge
The Oxford English Dictionary gives the following definitions of the verb know and
substantive noun knowledge:
Know To perceive (a thing or person) as identical with one perceived be
fore, or of which one has a previous notion; to recognise; to identify. Some
times with again; also, later, with for.
Knowledge Senses related to Knowledge (verb) and early uses of Know
(verb). ...
5a The fact of knowing a thing, state, etc., or (in general sense) a person;
acquaintance; familiarity gained by experience. ...
8a Acquaintance with a fact; perception, or certain information of, a fact or
matter; state of being aware or informed; consciousness (of anything). The
object is usually a proposition expressed or implied: e.g. the knowledge
that a person is poor, knowledge of his poverty. ...
The definition of Know is in line with the use of knowledge in the process of
perception and suggests the idea of a reservoir of knowledge with which to compare
the perceived object. The later definition emphasises this notion of memory, ^knowing
what'.
The phrase "familiarity gained by experience" refers to the learning process, and
can equally be applied to 'knowing what' and 'knowing how'.
Current knowledge representations may be classified in many different ways. One
particularly important division is between those representations which are predomi
nantly symbolic and connectionist in nature. A symbolic knowledge representation is one
that is based around the manipulation of symbols. In this case the symbol is a discrete
uniquely identifiable token that is used to denote a particular abstraction from the
problem domain.
The connectionist (or neural net) approach to knowledge representation normally
has a network of nodes connected by links (see figure 2.1). Each node has a level
of activation, a say, and a threshold of activation, 0 (see figure 2.2). There may be
two kinds of links, excitatory and inhibitory, both of which have weights associated
with them. A node will fire when there is sufficient excitation on its input links. This
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Figure 2.2: A single node and associated links.
provides a kind of neural inference mechanism. Information is stored in the net by
means of adjusting the weights on the links or the threshold of the node. A single
node (or perhaps a small group of nodes) represents an abstraction of the real world.
These networks are used at widely varying levels of abstraction. Input to a node may
be the gray level of a pixel in an image or it may represent something much more
abstract such as a line in the image. Thus it is possible to have an AI system which
uses both symbolic and connectionist knowledge representations at different stages in
the reasoning process. For further discussion and references see Shapiro 1987.
Up until about 1984/85, the majority of AI had been concern^ with symbolic
rather than connectionist representation of knowledge. This is seen in Smith 1985
where he states the knowledge representation hypothesis:
Any mechanically embodied intelligent process will be comprised of struc
tural ingredients that a) we as external observers naturally take to represent
a propositional account of the knowledge that the overall process exhibits,
and b) independent of such external semantical attribution, play a formal
but causal and essential role in engendering the behaviour that manifests
that knowledge.
Here he refers to "a propositional account" which clearly suggests a symbolic
medium for representation.
This hypothesis also emphasises that the processes' intelligence (the computer
plus program is the mechanical embodiment of the process) be judged by performance,
much like the Turing Test [Turing 1950]. As discussed in section 1, Searle has argued
that performance is not a suitable measure of intelligence [see Searle 1980].
Frost 1986 side-steps the qu^tion of connection ism by giving a definition of
knowledge as used in the current knowledge-based system literature.
Knowledge is the symbolic representation of aspects of some named uni
verse of discourse.
This was probably an inherently symbolic definition because, to that date, most
systems deemed to display intelligence (performance again!) had been symbolic in

nature. More recently, connections systems have had success in application domains
historically associated with AI, e.g. speech recognition systems. These connections
systems are generally at a much lower conceptual level, being involved predominantly
with low-level pattern matching rather than dealing with the high-level abstractions
with which traditional AI is concerned.
It is important to distinguish knowledge from data and information. Data is a partic
ular type of knowledge referring to simple aspects or facts of a particular universe of
dSourse. The information content of a piece of knowledge is governed by the hearer's
prior knowledge: more information is conveyed if the hearer is being told something
that they did not already know.
This thesis will also be concerned solely with symbolic knowledge representation.
Success of the AI system will be judged upon performance, that is, how well the sym
bolic model of the domain performs under certain circumstances. The success of this
model depends critically upon the abstractions chosen, and the ease with which they
can be denoted and manipulated within the knowledge representation.

2.5 The Knowledge Representation Problem
Brachman & Levesque 1985 believe the central problem of AI (they also refer to this as
the representation problem) has three components:
1. Selection and design of a knowledge representation language.
2. Inference regime.
3. Identification of particular domain knowledge needed to build a successful
model.
2.5.1 Knowledge Representation Language
A knowledge representation language should be a formal language in which to record
the explicit knowledge (see section 2.5.2) that the AI system contains. Formal means that
the language should have well-defined syntax and semantics. In terms of our previous
discussion of knowledge representation, the system of symbols (i.e. KR language) used
to denote the abstractions of the problem domain, must be sufficiently well-defined
that:
Syntax Legal structures (often called propositions or sentences) within that system
can be distinguished from illegal ones;
Semantics Any reader of the notation can understand a unique meaning for any legal
structure in the language, in terms of the abstractions of the real-world, and thus
in terms of the real-world itself.
Such a KR language differs from those more typically used in computer science
which only have a formal syntax e.g. Algol 60. These programming languages force the
user to write legal structures but provide no rules for semantics, only english phrases.
Therefore there is no guarantee that the resulting program will be meaningful and may
weU crash during execution.

2.5.2 Inference Regime
A knowledge representation has not only to be able to denote the abstractions of the
problem domain but must also enable manipulation of those symbols (tokens) in an
easy and correct manner.
Before proceeding further it is necessary to define two kinds of knowledge:
Explicit knowledge is the term for the knowledge within the AI system that can be
seen to be present directly from the structures in the KR language.
Implicit knowledge refers to the knowledge that the AI system can infer from the
explicit knowledge. The structures for this knowledge are not present in the AI
system initially, but they can be constructed using well-defined manipulations.
It is precisely these manipulations that are known as the inference mechanism(s).
2.5.3 Identification of Domain Knowledge
As noted earlier, it is not possible to record all knowledge about any given domain.
Instead, suitable abstractions must be identified for the domain and pieced together to
form a model. It is always difficult to identify the precise boundaries of the domain, just
as it is difficult to identify the correct level of abstraction at which to form the model.
Often, enough knowledge will have been represented to cope with certain problems
or situations that the AI system encounters, but when faced with a slightly different
situation the system fails to perform as desired by the designer. It is at this stage, that
the extensibility of the knowledge representation and model would be tested. Ideally
an AI system should be able to cope with these unpredicted situations and adapt and
extend the knowledge it already has.

2.6 Knowledge Representation Formalisms
A formalism, in this case, will often encompass not only a KR language but an associated
inference regime as well. There are many such formalisms used in AI systems, includ
ing: subsets of natural language, conventional databases, formal logics, production
rule systems, slot and filler systems, functional systems and programming languages.
These will be discussed briefly below.
2.6.1 Natural Language
Natural language is used by humans to communicate a wide range of information. It
can be used to represent what exists in the real world; what will exist; what might exist;
what should exist and what one would like to exist, etc. Despite its power, it is often
difficult for someone to express their feelings of emotion or the contents of works of
art.
Natural language does not lend itself to computerization, for three reasons:
1. It is ambiguous, relying heavily on context to resolve the correct meaning of a
sentence.
2. Its syntax and semantics are not completely specified.
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3. It does not have a uniform structure: most successful techniques, for storing large
quantities of knowledge, require the knowledge to be represented in a uniform
format.
However research continues into the use of natural language for computer interfaces.
Often only a subset of natural language is admissible, allowing the syntax and seman
tics to be well-defined.
2.6.2 Conventional Database Systems
Databases usually contain many simple facts stated explicitly, together with a few
implicitly stored general rules. An IKBS would also contain explicitly stated general
rules. For example, a system containing personal details may have a field for the
individual's date of birth. The database system will ensure that this field is entered
before the record is created. In an EKBS there would be an explicit rule indicating that
every person must have a date of birth (expressed here in a formula of First Order
Predicate Logic):
V X (Cr e people) => 3 y (x hasdateofbirth y))
2.6.3 Formal Logic
Languages of formal logic have well-defined syntax, semantics and rules of inference.
Unfortunately they often have restricted domains of application and cannot represent
all that can be said using natural language. Research is in progress to extend logical
languages to cope with these shortcomings, e g. non-monotonicity (see section 2.9.4).
2.6.4 Production Rules
A production rule based system consists of:
• A set of rules called production rules.
• A database management system.
• A rule interpreter.
A production rule is a condition!action pair, usually of the form:
If C then A

where C must be satisfied in the database (DB) before action A can occur.
The database management system deals with adding, deleting and editing facts
in the database, etc. The rule interpreter is a program which identifies applicable rules
and determines the order in which they are applied.
A production rule system stores specific knowledge as simple facts. These may
be represented by any conventional DB techniques. General knowledge, however, is
stored in the form of a set of rules. For example:
If X is a rabbit then it likes carrots.
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where, X being a rabbit would be represented by a simple fact in the DB.
Some systems allow the user to associate probabilities with each rule. Thus if a
group of rules is used to reason that the price of gold will rise in the next week, a
probability may be calculated for this fact i.e. how likely the fact is to be true.
The advantages claimed of production rule systems are:
• They are modular. That is, they can easily be extended by adding extra rules.
• They can capture useful probabilistic or judgemental knowledge.
The experiments with KEE, reported in chapter 4, confirmed that production rules
also have disadvantages:
• It easy to write a set of rules which apparently captures the knowledge necessary
to solve a problem. However when these are used they fail or result in long
periods of time spent searching various combinations of rules for the solution.
In short, the reasoning process is hard to control.
• Following on from the above point, it is difficult to organise different levels of
reasoning, i.e. at different levels of abstraction. Control is a form of higher level
knowledge.
2.6.5 Slot and Filler Systems
These include frames, nets, conceptual dependency structures, conceptual graphs and
scripts. They differ from many other representations in that they allow knowledge
about a particular entity to be grouped together. Psychological arguments for doing
this come from the notion of association of ideas. Technical arguments come from the
ability to more easily access facts associated with an entity, if they are in a structure
based around that entity. This kind of system is often easier for the human to use: the
groups of facts about entities providing suitable abstractions with which the user can
reason. Systems that have facts concerned with a single entity scattered throughout
the knowledge base make it more difficult for the human to see the facts as all relating
to one individual.
Slot and filler systems are often used for pattern recognition (patterns may be
thought of as a group of facts); inference of generic properties, i.e. inheritance of prop
erties from an entity describing the typical properties of an individual in that entity
class; handling defaults; and detection of errors or omissions in larger bodies of knowl
edge. Their main disadvantage is that, due to the structure of the representation, the
system can often have ad hoc inference rules.
2.6.6 Functional Approach
These systems regard the universe as a set of entities, with functions showing the
relationships between those entities, e g. a set o( students, a set ot courses and a function
course of which maps students to courses.
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2.6.7 Programming Languages
These are general purpose high-level languages for instructing the computer to carry
out a set of operations. Until recently, these have been imperative and sequential in
nature, however there are now languages that are more declarative and others that
allow parallel processes to occur.
Programs in these languages suffer from being restricted to a particular, inflexi
ble, application. It is often difficult to extend the application to cope with different
problems/situations.
Two languages that are used widely within the AI community are Prolog and Lisp.
Prolog is a language with a declarative nature; it is based upon the idea of a logic
database. Lisp is a symbol-manipulation language where data and procedures have
an equivalent form. Thus data structures may be constructed and then executed as
procWures.

2.7 Inference
Inference is the name of the process which reasons from explicit to implicit knowledge,
i.e. the conclusion of a new fact from information already known. There are several
types of inference of which deduction is best understood.
Deduction This is a logically correct inference, that is, given true premises the deduc
tion will result in true conclusions. For example.
From;
Infer:

Ail cows eat grass, and
Ermintrude is a cow.
Ermintrude eats grass.

Abduction This generates plausible explanations, but is not a legal inference, i.e. the
conclusion may be fal^. For example.
From:
Infer:

All cows eat grass, and
Dylan eats grass.
Dylan is a cow.

However, Dylan might have been a rabbit! Thus abduction often requires an ex
tra reasoning stage to select the most plausible explanation from several possible
ones.
Induction Infers a general rule from several particular cases. Again this is not a legal
inference. For example.
From:
Infer:

Car 1 has four wheels, and
Car 2 has four wheels.
All cars have four wheels.

There are other types of inference. Larger knowledge representation structures,
such as frames, often involve quite complex methods of inference. Some of these will
be discussed later in section 2.9.3.
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Figure 2.3: Concept hierarchy for Blocks World.

2.8 Analysis of Domain
Irrespective of the notation which is used to represent knowledge, it is al
ways necessary for the 'representer' to perceive the universe and 'concep
tualise' that part which he or she is wanting to represent.
Frost 1986
This process of conceptual analysis is critical to the success of the IKBS. Experience
shows that this process can be very seductive and can lead to the consumption of valu
able time. It is very easy to fall into the trap of trying to analyse the whole of the real
world. Figure 2.3 shows a hierarchy (lattice) of concepts used during experiments with
Sowa's conceptual graphs [Sowa 1984] and the blocks world problem (see appendices
A and B.l).
An example of a simplified meaning for the hierarchy would be:
BLOCKS is a more specialised concept than PHYSICAL OBJECTS.
First attempts, at producing such an abstraction of the problem domain, involved
many unnecessary concepts such as DfRECTfON, ABSTRACT OB/ECTS, POSmON
and so on.
The key to successful conceptual analysis is to select the correct abstractions; defin
ing only those that are necessary to pose the problem, reason and present the result.

2.9 Issues in Knowledge Representation
This section will discuss several important points so far untouched by this thesis.
2.9.1 Adequacy
A knowledge representation must be expressive, that is, the user should be able to
represent any piece of domain knowledge he or she requires. However, the language
should be kept as simple as possible, new structures only being added to the language
where necessary. Indeed, unnecessary structures make the representation language
more difficult for the user. For example, from Sowa's conceptual graphs, [Sowa &
Way 1986]:
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This attempts to represent the following English sentence: Every farmer who owns a
donkey beats it.
The representation should also allow efficient reasoning: it is no use asking for
tomorrow's weather forecast if it takes 5 days for it to be calculated.
Both of these emphasise the need for the correct level of abstraction: if the lan
guage is too complex the user will find it difficult to read and write; if the descriptions
within the language are too detailed the reasoning process will take too long.
2.9.2 Uncertainty
Not all knowledge is known to be true or false. There are many situations in which
the knowledge may be incomplete, unreliable, vague and perhaps even inconsistent.
In order to cope with these situations, the knowledge representation must be capable
of showing such uncertainty in the truth of a fact or conclusion of an inference. In
some cases Probability Theory from mathematics is sufficient. However, it is not always
possible to suggest the a priori probability of the truth of a fact. This and other reasons
have resulted in the construction of new Aeorems for uncertainty e g. Certainty Theory
[Shortliffe & Buchanan 1975] and the Dempster-Schafer theory of evidence [Schafer
1SI76],(A(%
2.9.3 Intension and Extension
Some representations draw a distinction between the structures concerned with the
description of the type of an individual, from those concerned with the individual's
existence. Brachman & Schmolze 1985 call this description and assertion, others may say
definition and fact. For simplicity, the knowledge base can be thought of as a collection
of believed facts about typed individuals.
The assertional part of the knowledge base consists of a set of facts, declaring the
existence and type of the individuals and the relationships that hold between them.
The descriptional part of the knowledge base contains knowledge of what it means to
be an individual of a particular type; this is in the form of a description or definition. For
example,
Assertional:

There is an individual i1 of type BIRD, and
There is an individual i2 of type PERCH, and
The BIRD 11 is ON the PERCH i2.

Descriptional:

A typical BIRD will have a beak, two wings and a tail.
A typical BIRD will be able to fly. ...

In this example, the descriptional part is trying to capture what it means to be a
BIRD, i.e. the intension of BIRD. This intension may be used during reasoning processes
about the individuals identified in the assertional part of the knowledgebase. Here the
extension of BIRD is il. The third assertion declares that a relationship exists between the
two individuals, namely, the bird is ON the perch. Some knowledge representations
may also have given a description of this relationship's intension. For example.
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Descriptional:

The relationship ON may only exist between two individuals,
one of which should be an ANIMAL
the other an INANIMATE_OBJECT.
And the ANIMAL can only be ON the INANIMATE_OBJECT,
not the other way around.

Sowa 1984 has two kinds of types, namely
Concept Types Usually used for individuals often corresponding to nouns or verbs in
natural language.
Relation Types Used for relationships between individuals.
Of these he concentrates more on Concepts than Relations. He discusses five ways in
which a Concept Type might acquire its intension. These are discussed more thoroughly
in Appendix A. Sowa fails, however, to define precisely how these different definitions
are to be used in a mechanical reasoning process, thus making them next to useless.
One of Sowa's definitions is called a Prototype. This shows the form of a typical
individual of the concept type. The graph specifies defaults that are true of a typi
cal individual of this type, but not necessarily true for every individual. The above
example describes a typical bird, however, a penguin is not a typical bird because it
cannot fly. Thus the prototypical graph would say that a bird usually has two wings a
beak and flies but in a specific case these may not be true. The means by which this is
mechanised is already undergoing research.
2.9.4 Non monotonic reasoning
Standard logics are monotonic: the set of all provable statements increase monotonically
as new axioms are added. If the new axiom contradicts one of the previous axioms, the
system becomes inconsistent and everything becomes provable. A logic, or any other
knowledge representation formalism, is said to be non monotonic if it can handle con
tradictory axioms without letting everything become provable. This may be achieved
by restricting the inference mechanisms or by keeping contradictory facts apart.
The AI tool, KEE — Knowledge Engineering Environment, provides Worlds as a
means of separating the inconsistent axioms. KEE will be discussed further in sec
tion 3.8.
2.9.5 The Frame Problem
A knowledge base will often be involved in reasoning about time, even if the time
is not represented explicitly. Consider the blocks world example, one action follows
another, although time itself is not expressly mentioned (see appendix B.l). As these
actions occur, they are represented in the knowledge base by what is called a change
of state. When a change of state occurs, new facts may be added to the knowledge
base and old ones changed or deleted. At the same time, other facts will not change.
Axioms expressing the facts that do not change between states are called frame axioms.
The need to explicitly infer those facts that do not change between states is called the
frame problem.
For example, consider the blocks world again, with three blocks on a table, a red,
amber and green one. The robot arm then places the amber block on the green block.
The changes that must occur within the knowledge base are:
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• The amber block is no longer on the table.
• The amber block must be recorded as on the green block.
• The red and green blocks are still on the table.
The frame problem exists as a consequence of trying to model reality and thus
causality.
2-9.6 Procedural Attachment
The models of the real world or problem domain, constructed within the knowledge
representation, often take short cuts when it comes to sub-domains of which the com
puter may already have intrinsic knowledge. The most common of these sub-domains is
simple arithmetic. When an IKBS needs to reason about arithmetic it will often make use
of a function in a high-level programming language rather than explicitly representing
mathematical knowledge. Chamiak & McDermott 1985 state just this when talking
about their deductive retriever:
... For instance, many mundane subgoals like
(Show:

(< 3 10))

come up repeatedly. Rather than handle these with general axioms of the
form
(<

number number)

it just calls the Lisp function < to do the test. This is called procedural
attachment.
Sowa's conceptual graphs are particularly ill-defined when it comes to numbers
and sets. Although Sowa mentions procedural attachment he does not say precisely how
it should be implemented in conceptual graphs.

2.10 Summary
There are four important points that summarise this chapter:
1. The knowledge representation must have well-defined
• Syntax
• Semantics
• Inference
2. The notation should be unambiguous to a human user. He or she must be able
to read and write sentences, within the notation, which convey a single obvi
ous meaning. If the user has any doubts as to the precise meaning of a sen
tence/structure, then the knowledge representation is of little use. This should
follow from point 1.
3. A knowledge representation should deal both with intension and extension, using
both during a reasoning process.
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4. The knowledge representation language should provide the necessary structures
to allow the problem domain to be easily modelled. It should provide the ability
to form abstractions at different levels. It must also be able to make use of those
different levels of abstraction during reasoning.
The process of knowledge representation and reasoning are summed up in fig
ure 2.4. This depicts the formation of the model by abstraction. New structures are
created in the knowledge representation as a result of reasoning, using the legal in
ferences. The user may need to express some control, over that reasoning process, in
order for it to be more efficient. The newly created structures are then interpreted in
terms of the real-world.

3 Problem Solving and Implementation
3.1 Introduction
Chapter 3 opens by identifying the typical form taken by AI problems and their solutions.
It then moves on to problem-solving strategies and their key components, search and
match. The generate and test and state-based search strategies are described in detail, in
readiness for the experiments reported in chapter 4.
The chapter then considers the process of implementation and the current AI tools
or programming environments available. KEE, the Knowledge Engineering Environment,
is chosen as a typical example of the more complex of these tools. KEE's features are
discussed in detail, also in preparation for chapter 4.

3.2 What is a Problem?
Problems come in many different shapes and sizes: tying a shoe lace; diagnosing
an illness; manipulating blocks on a table; playing chess; designing the layout of an
integrated circuit; and so on. When the word problem is used in an AI context, it is
usually referring to a specific task a computer should perform. Furthermore, the task
probably involves some form of rmsoning on the part of the computer: it will have been
given a certain amount of knowledge about the problem domain and be expected to
derive new knowledge in order to solve the problem. The problem may be thought of as
the task of constructing a bridge from the explicit knowledge structures, the computer
holds, to a goal structure. See figure 3.1.
The goal structure expresses constraints upon the solution to the problem. Goals
may be constrained to different degrees. In some cases, all of the goal's details are
constrained to particular values. In other cases, the user may not be worried about
some of the goal's details, for example:

Figure 3.1: A bridge between explicit facts and the goal.
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Build a tower consisting of 3 blocks with colours such that a red block is
on an amber block which, in turn, is on a green block. However, I am not
concerned about the shape of the blocks.

Thus the goal structure may contain unknown parts or both unknown and known
parts; it is hoped that the unknown parts are implicit knowledge derivable from the
knowledge base. A knowledge base is generally accepted as a collection of simple facts and
general rules about a particular problem domain. The bridge is a record of how the
inference regime uses explicit facts and legal inferences (often represented as production
rules), to get between the explicit knowledge and the goal structure. That is the bridge
is a record of how the goal is reached by the computer.
Problems often fall into one of two categories:
Synthesis: These are concerned with the construction of a goal structure from parts
explicitly represented in the knowledge base. The goal structure usually repre
sents something that the user wishes to pertain in the real world. These problems
normally result in a plan containing the construction steps.
Analysis: These concentrate on explaining the goal structure in terms of the explicit
knowledge represented within the knowledge base. The goal structure Wing
given to the computer to represent something that pertains in the real world, in
the hope that the computer can form an explanation in terms of explicit knowl
edge that it contains. This kind of problem usually results in an explanation
recording its constituent steps.
Synthesis and analysis are just two convenient ways to classify problems.

3.3 What Constitutes a Solution?
Given the task of solving a particular problem the computer will produce one or more
outputs. It is these outputs which form the solution to the problem. These outputs should
be clearly identified before attempting an implementation of the problem-solver: it is
often necessary to explicitly record the transient results of calculations because they
form part of the specified outputs. Put another way, the bridge must be built for each
problem but its precise structure will not always be stored explicitly.
Synthesis problems usually require the plan to be part of the required output.
The details of the completed goal structure may also be important. Consider the
construction of a tower of blocks again. Only the blocks which the tower contains
may be of interest and not the plan. The plan would contain details of how blocks
were moved around the table; these details may not be of interest whatsoever.

3.4 The Components of Problem Solving Strategies
A problem solving strategy is a method that the computer adopts in order to build the
bridge. For example, a particularly optimistic builder might try to build a bridge by
throwing the bric^ into the air and hoping that they land in the shape of the desired
bridge (perhaps not the best strategy!).
Before discussing the various strategies, it is necessary to discuss three activities
intrinsic to all of them.
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Figure 3.2: Forward search propagates from the explicit knowledge.

Figure 3.3: Backward search propagates from the goal structure.
3.4.1 Search
This is the process of trying different combinations of explicit facts and legal inferences
in order to build the bridge. The different combinations give rise to what is called a
search space. There are two basic kinds of search:
Forward: This is data-driven in nature. The computer starts to build the bridge from
the explicit facts in the knowledge base. It tries the legal inferences, one after the
other, when they are appropriate. In terms of the analogy above, the computer
builds smaller bridges to intermediate islands, see figure 3.2. These intermediate
islands correspond to implicit facts that the computer has inferred.
The computer is searching for a series of inferences that, when combined, consti
tute the complete bridge to a goal structure.
Backward: This is a similar process to the above, except that it starts from the goal
structure. It is sometimes called goal-driven, the original goal being broken down
into sub-goals until these are achieved trivially. Goals are achieved when they are
explicitly present, as facts, in the system. See figure 3.3.
The search process frequently suffers from combinatorial explosion and, as a result,
must be controlled in some fashion. Controlling search is a matter of current research.
Algorithms, such as Alpha-Beta (see Winston 1984], may be used to prune the search
tree. When the problem-solver is trying to reproduce an expert's reasoning process,
heuristics may be used to reduce the search space or guide the search to an early result.
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Figure 3.4: Identify sub-problems to reduce search.
These heuristics often capture rules of thumb used by an expert that may not be guaran
teed to lead to the goal state. They might also represent theoretical knowledge (e.g. as
contained in literature), such as mathematical algorithms.
Another method of reducing search, is to break the problem down into a sequence
of sub-problems each having its own sub-goal. This divides the reasoning process into
stages which must be achieved independent of whether the search is forward or back
ward. In the analogy, this would introduce islands that must have bridges built to
them in order to bridge the gap posed by the whole problem. See figure 3.4.
Returning to the discussion of the classification of problems, note that synthesis
is usually associated with a forward search from the explicit knowledge to the goal.
Similarly, analysis is usually associated with a backward search, for an explanation,
from the goal. This is not always the case: it is possible for backward search to produce
a plan to be used for the forward construction of a goal structure.
3.4.2 Match
This is the process of identifying which legal inference can be applied. For example, in
forward search using production rules, the conditions (or premises) of the rule must be
matched against the facts in the knowledge base. Those rules with matching conditions
are eligible for application.
Matching must also take place to detect when the goal structure has been reached
during forward search and when the legal inferences, applied during backward search,
have reached the explicit facts in the knowledge base.
3.4.3 Quantity, Quality and Efficiency
When specifying the problem it is necessary to answer several questions:
• How many solutions should the computer find? There is often more than one
possible solution; one goal may give constraints within which several solutions
lie.
• Are there any measures of quality for either the total or partial solution? What are
they? What are their acceptable levels? Can they be used to guide search?
• Are there any constraints that may be used to reduce the search space?
• Is it necessary to find a solution quickly? Better solutions often take longer to
find.
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3.5 Different Problem Solving Strategies
There are many different strategies which may be adopted to attack a particular prob
lem, those most commonly used are: state-based search; generate and test; describe
and match; constraint propagation; means-ends analysis; and formal logic. When
faced with a new problem the programmer (sometimes called a knowledge engineer,
see section 3.7.3) must select different strategies that may be appropriate to the prob
lem. The strategies should be seen as ingredients to the solution rather than a solution
in itself [see Winston 1984].
Problem solving strategies are discussed in the majority of standard AI text books.
Only two are discussed here, namely generate and test and state-based search.
3.5.1 Generate and Test
This method consists of principally two modules. The first is the generator. This has the
task of generating possible solution knowledge structures for the problem. The second
is the tester which, as its name suggests, tests the possible solutions, identifying those
that are solutions.
These two modules may be combined in different fashions. The generator may
produce a single possible-solution, pass it to the tester, and only produce another when
the tester is ready. At the other extreme, the generator might produce all possible
solutions before passing them to the tester. Moreover, the system as a whole may
be content to find the first, several or all of the solutions, depending on the user's
requirements.
In the terms of the analogy, this strategy builds the bridge in one step, rather than
taking smaller steps, one after the other. Thus, in order for the system to be efficient,
the generator must be informed so that it is disposed to create those possible-solutions
that are more likely to be found correct. The generator must also be complete: it would
generate all possible solutions, if it had to.
3.5.2 State-based Search
A state is an abstraction of part of the problem domain. It is a collection of variables
(often called state-variables) whose values are intrinsically involved with the problem.
The problem is expressed as an initial state, a goal state, and a set of state operators.
The operators take a state and transform it into a new state. Knowledge that does not
change during the search may be called the context.

Figure 3.5: The states form a net
Consider a trivial problem, that is suitable for solution using state-based search,
consisting of a board with three pegs, labeled 1, 2 and 3. Initially there is a hoop on
peg 1. The goal of the problem is to have the hoop on peg 3. However the hoop may
only be moved between consecutive pegs e.g. from 1 to 2. This is the only operator in
this problem, i.e. move the hoop to a neighbouring peg. There are thus only four legal
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d=2

Figure 3.6: Searching the states forms a tree.
operations, move hoop from 1 to 2, move hoop from 2 to 1, etc. A state is represented
by a state-variable, h, which may take the values 1,2 or 3, depending on the position of
the hoop. The possible transitions between states may be shown in a net, see figure 3.5.
The problem becomes the task of traversing this net successfully from the initial
state to the goal state. The possible traversals transform the net into a tree, see figure 3.6.
Starting from the initial state the computer must traverse the tree until it finds a goal
state. The order in which the states of the tree are visited varies with different search
algorithms. The three most common algorithms are described briefly below. The
interested reader is referred to Wfinston 1984.
Depth-first A branch of the tree is followed, as far as possible, before trying alterna
tives nearer the root (start) of the tree.
Breadth-first All the states at a particular level of the tree are explored before consid
ering the next level down.
Best-first Given a choice of states to explore, a measure of quality is used to determine
which looks most promising. An example of this is given below.
In this case, the best solution (smallest number of operations) the computer could
find is to move the hoop from peg 1 to peg 2, and then onto peg 3. However, once
the computer has moved the hoop to peg 2, it can then move to one of two states. If
this choice is made arbitrarily, the computer may waste time searching in the wrong
direction. A measure of quality for the partial solution can be introduced. This gives
the computer an indication of how close it is from a solution state (goal state). In this
simple example this measure might be defined as the difference between 3 and the peg
number. Thus peg 1 is at a distance (d) of 2, and peg 2 at a distance of 1. By looking ahead,
the computer can see that moving the hoop to peg 3, is the best move: 0 is less than 2.
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3.6 Selecting a Strategy
The use of a problem solving strategy helps the programmer to break the problem
down into manageable pieces by providing a skeleton upon which to cast the prob
lem. This helps the programmer cope with the mental complexity of the problem.
Moreover, the strategy will normally modularise the problem, thus making it easier to
program a solution.
The strategy should be chosen on the basis of how easy it is to consider the problem
in the terms of the strategy: state-based search would be ideal for a problem with a well
defined set of operators and easily identified state-variables.
The knowledge representation used to describe the problem should provide the
knowledge structures necessary to the problem solving strategy. For example, a classi
fication problem would usually require some form of type-hierarchy in which typical
examples of each type would be described.

3.7 AI Tools and Implementation
3.7.1 AI Tools
AI implementations take many forms due to the various knowledge representation
formalisms. Some programs are extremely problem dependent and have a great deal
of domain knowledge hard-wired into them. Many of the early AI systems were of this
nature. This was soon seen to be a limitation and research started on systems that kept
the domain knowledge and inference processes (reasoning) as separate as possible. It
was hoped that this would enable the system to be applied to any problem domain
with equal success.
Two terms have come into popular use, within AI, for applications constructed
from knowledge representation tools that allow the separation of the domain knowl
edge from the inference mechanisms: Intelligent Knowledge Based Systems (IKBS) and
Expert Systems (ES). There are various definitions for these terms; for the purposes of
this thesis, they will be viewed as follows.
An Expert System is often implemented in an Expert System shell which usually
has the following characteristics:
• Domain knowledge is represented in production rules. Initially there are no
rules, hence the term shell.
• They have a friendly user interface. The rules and results are often presented to
the user in a subset of natural language.
• They will be able to give some sort of explanation of their reasoning process:
'Rule 666: Turn off coolant, was triggered because: temperature T was greater
than ICKXy’C; therefore: Coolant tap off.'
• They may possess the ability to calculate some form of probability associated
with the result of their reasoning.
The user must program the system with the appropriate rules for the problem do
main: Expert Systems are usually designed for a specific task, e g. mineral prospecting.
If probabilities are to be used, they must be associated with the rules. There are many
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ES shells available at the moment, including ESP-Advisor (written in Prolog), Savoir
and Xi (also in Prolog).
IKBS's are not so easily described, but in general:
• They are centered around a knowledge base (KB).
• They usually have the ability to maintain semantic integrity, unlike conventional
database systems.
• They have the ability to use the knowledge in the KB to make inferences, thus
allowing access to implicit as well as explicit facts.
• They can be used as general purpose sophisticated database systems or as com
ponents of systems with a specialised functionality, e g. pattern recognition or
playing chess.
There have been many languages and software development environments mar
keted to help with the construction of IKBS's. Amongst these are the hybrid AI tools.
These are toolkits formed from useful AI and computer science programming tech
niques. They often have several different representation formalisms integrated within
one system. Examples of such tools include: KEE — Knowledge Engineering Environ
ment (written in Lisp); Inference ART (also in Lisp); Knowledgecraft; Leonardo; Flex
(written in Prolog), KAPPA (written in C); KES and Egeria.
Th^e toolkits contain various ingredients such as:
• Frames to represent structured objects.
• A hierarchy to allow inheritance of attributes and attribute values: both simple
values and program code, often called methods (as in object oriented program
ming).
• Demons to watch particular attributes and carry out calculations in response to
some trigger e g. a request for the attribute value.
• Production rules which may have access to both simple and structured facts
(frames) in the knowledge base.
• Graphical rule tracing facilities. These may be seen as giving some form of
explanation of reasoning.
• A truth-maintenance system (TMS), to maintain dependent facts and provide ex
planations of their dependencies.
• A mechanism for segregating the knowledge base into parts in order to allow the
exploration of alternative lines of reasoning.
• A graphics toolkit to help construct an interface, perhaps with windows, buttons,
switch^ and thermometer displays etc.
• The user is often allowed access to the underlying programming language which
is frequently Lisp or Prolog.
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3.7.2 Knowledge Elicitation
When implementing an AI system, as with any computer system, it is important to
reach a clear specification of the requirements. This means that the particular problem,
that the system should solve, must be described as clearly as possible. A major step
towards achieving this, is to identify the inputs and outputs that the system is expected
to handle.
One of the most important stages in building an AI system, is the identification
of the domain knowledge with which the computer should be armed. In some cases
there will be an expert in solving the problem, in others the knowledge must be drawn
from books and sometimes the programmer's own experience. Knowledge acquisition
is the process of acquiring information concerned with solving the problem from any
source: text books, human experts, etc. Knowledge elicitation is a sub-set of this process,
and is restricted to eliciting knowledge from a human expert.
There are several popular elicitation techniques including: structured interviews;
protocol analysis; concept sorting; laddered grids; the limited information task (other
wise known as 20 questions); and automatic elicitation techniques. Shadbolt & Burton
1989 describe these in detail.
AI researchers often consider simplistic toy problems in order to investigate the
knowledge needed to solve a problem. This is done in the hope that the lessons learnt,
from the simple case, may be generalised and applied to more complex real-world
domains. In these situations, the researcher often deems himself to be the expert in
solving the problem. Obviously this is considerably different from trying to elicit
knowledge from a busy expert whose time is costly.
3.7.3 Implementation
Once the problem solving knowledge has been elicited, it is necessary to identify the
abstractions needed to form a suitable model of the problem domain. The problem
solving strategies involved must also be isolated. At some point, the knowledge rep
resentation formalism must be chosen. Because the knowWge elicited may be more
easily represented in one formalism than another, it may affect this choice. The person
responsible for this process has become known as a knowledge engineer.
Having capturW the knowledge in a programming language, AI tool, expert sys
tem shell, or other knowledge representation system, the implementation must be
tested on several test cases. This will normally lead to the revision of the implementa
tion and re-testing. This continues until the knowledge engineer and expert (if one ex
ists) are satisfied with the performance of the system. The system is then assumed to be
working correctly for the problem domain, although further revision may be necessary
at a later date. This differs from the current trends in conventional computer science
where efforts are made to prove that the program can cope with all the situations it will
meet. Due to the nature of most BKBSs, it is unlikely to be possible to prove that the
system will perform correctly under all circumstances. There is, however, some work
currently in progress which explores the use of formal specification in the development
of AI software. McCIuskey 1988 reports the use of formal specification during the
design and implementation of a correct logic program for a non-linear planner.
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3.8 KEE — Knowledge Engineering Environment
KEE was chosen as a typical example of a hybrid AI tool: it contains many of the
feahires present in other AI tools; it was readily available; and it was a tool with which
I had had several months programming experience. It is described in detail below in
preparation for the experiments which are reported in chapter 4.
KEE was developed by IntelliCorp Inc. It is intended as an environment for repre
senting and reasoning with knowledge, for the development of large AI applications.
KEE was first introduced in August 1983 and is currently available as Version 3.1. It
is written in Common Lisp (the interested reader is referred to Steele 1984) and may
be used on computers from Lisp Machines Inc., Sun Microsystems, Symbolics, Texas
Instruments, Xerox, Apollo, DEC (AI VAXstation), Hewlett Packard and IBM (PC-RT).
KEE is a very large system; in order to run it on a Sun workstation, for example,
it requires:
• At least 7 Mbytes of disk file space to load the files from tape.
• Greater than 18 Mbytes to install and configure.
• Greater than 50 Mbytes of disk swap space.
• At least 12 Mbytes of RAM installed (16 Mbytes recommended).
Due to its size and complexity, it takes several months to learn the essential com
ponents of KEE. Many months are required before the user is really competent. From
my experience, it is also necessary to have a working knowledge of LiSP: although
KEE provides high-level knowledge representations. Lisp is often used within those
representations, e.g. the production rules.
KEE is a true hybrid of several high-level inference and knowledge-base manage
ment facilities built upon Common Lisp. These are as follows:
• A frame-based representation of objects and their properties.
• TellAndAsk, a user friendly interface based upon a subset of natural language.
• RulesystemS, a production rule system.
• An assumption-based truth maintenance system (ATMS).
• KEEioorlds, which allows alternative reasoning paths to be explored simultane
ously.
• Activelmages, which allows the display and adjustment of a slot's value by a pre
defined graphics interface.
• KEEpictures is also used to construct a graphics interface. It provides more prim
itive commands than Activelmages, for windows and drawing etc.
• A suite of debugging aids.
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3.8.1 Frame-based — The Class Hierarchy
KEE represents objects and their properties by units and slots respectively. Unit is the
KEE term for a frame. Relationships between objects are usually represented by a slot
although it is possible to model relationships, in a more complicated fashion, using
units. There are two kinds of unit, a class and an instance unit. The former represents
a type of individual, the latter a particular instance of that type.
Classes are organised into a hierarchy. This saves re-representing knowledge
(re-coding) by utilising inheritance down the hierarchy. The hierarchy also helps the
user conceptualise the problem domain: object types in the domain map directly onto
classes in the hierarchy; the classes provide a way of abstracting the appropriate detail
from the domain.
Each class may have associated with it two types of slot, called own and member
slots. Member slots are inherited by any unit beneath the class in the hierarchy. Own
slots are not. A slot can contain a simple value — a string or number. It may al^ hold
more complex values, such as another unit in the hierarchy or a method. A method is
basically a piece of Lisp code which is applied when the appropriate message is sent to
the unit. This code may carry out a simple calculation, change the values of another
slot, invoke some of the KEE commands, assert facts into the knowledge base or send
a message to another unit in the knowledge base. The following is an example of the
syntax used for sending a message to a unit:
(unitmsg 'car-1 'calculate-petrol-consumption)

There are two special operators, before and after, which allow methods to be
combined with those inherited from parent classes. The method code defined locally
is evaluated before or after the inherit^ code depending on this operator.
Each slot may have a series offacets associated with it. A facet would most typically
contain an active image, default value or a constraint on the value that the slot may hold.
For example, the value of a slot might be confined to be an instance of a particular class
in the knowledge base. The facet that fulfills this purpose is called the valueclass of the
slot. Users may also define their own facets.
3.&2 TWlAndA^k
This provides an interface to the knowledge base using a subset of natural language in
a structured template. There are four permitted templates:
(the <slot> of
(the <slot> of
(<member unit>
(all <subclass

<unit> is <value>)
all <unit> is <value>)
is in class <class unit>)
unit> are <superclass unit>)

Three TellAndAsk functions allow the user to modify or query the knowledge
base:
assert This adds a fact to the knowledge base,
retract This deletes a fact from the knowledge base.
query: Variables may be placed in the templates and thus used to retrieve data. For
example, to find the colour of car-1:
(query '(the colour of oar-l is ?valu«))
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The four templates may also be used in the definition of rules:
(if (the tam^ratur* of Tthing is hot)
then
(fthJLng is in class hot-th±ng«) )

A fourth TellAndAsk function, ask.user is used to prompt the user for informa
tion. If there are no variables in the template, the system is asking the user if the fact
is true. If there are variables, the system is asking the user for all the true instances of
the variables. Any new facts are asserted into the knowledge base.
Apart from the four templates, which are used to manipulate structured facts, the
TellAndAsk functions may also be applied to text or unstrudured facts. For example:
(assert ' (text

(backwards speak us of all today)))

This says that the fact "backwards speak us of all today" is true. Thus the following
query would return true:
(query '(backwards speak us of all today))

3.8.3 Rulesystem3 and the Truth Maintenance System
Rules may be grouped in KEE using rule classes and are created as instances of a
particular rule class using an editor. When rules are invoked, chaining can be restricted
to a particular rule class. This helps the programmer control the inference process. KEE
allows forward, backward and mixed chaining of rules. KEE's rulesystem mechanism
is very complex; the following is a brief summary of its activity. It is not necessary
for the reader to understand the intricacies of this mechanism but they should have an
impression of its complexity.
Forward Chaining When a fact, F, is asserted and KEE told to forward (FW) chain
using a particular rule class, RC say, it:
1. Finds the rules in RC with premises that match F. These rules are said to be
tickled.
2. The tickled rules then have the rest of their premises checked. Those that
have a complete set of true premises are placai on an agenda. This occurs in
the order that rules are displayed in a rule class, i.e. alphabetical. There are
different types of rule: dedudion, same world adion and new world action.
3. As the rules are added to the agenda they are ordered, first by rule type
(order as introduced above). Within each type, rules are ordered in a depth
first fashion (default).
4. The programmer can customise an agenda controller that orders the rules on
the agenda. This can be done for both the addition and selection of a rule to
and from the agenda.
5. When no more rules are tickled, and they have all been scheduled on the
agenda, the rule at the top of the agenda is selected. It may then have its
premises rechecked; this depends on a global flag set by the programmer—
verify rule premise.
6. Once a rule has been successfully selected from the agenda, it has its conclu
sions asserted. This may cause more rules to be tickled. It may also swap
chaining to another rule class.
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7. Chaining may occur in a breadth-first or depth-first fashion, depending on
how the initial fact F is asserted. If breadth-first, the tickled rules are placed
on the bottom of those in the corresponding rule type, previously on the
agenda. If depth-first, then they are placed at the top of the corresponding
rule type on the agenda.
Backward Chaining This is invoked with a query for a particular fact F, perhaps using
a rule class RC.
1. The BW chainer works by growing a derivation tree containing derivation
nodes. These nodes are stored on an agenda. Each node has an associated
goalstack. When the goalstack for a node is empty, the problem represented
by the node is solved.
2. A rule is searched for with fact F as a conclusion.
3. The premises of the rule are placed on the first node's goalstack in a depthfirst fashion (the default, this can be changed).
4. The first premise is the first goal to be taken from the goalstack. It is searched
for, as an explicit fact, in the knowledge base.
5. If it cannot be found as an explicit fact and there is another rule, within
the rule class, with it as a conclusion, BW chaining occurs. A new node is
created with new premises being placed on the new goalstack.
6. A node is solved when it has no goalstack; this is when the goals have been
found as explicit facts within the knowledge base or child nodes have been
created, via rules, and they have been solved.
7. The agenda of nodes is ordered first by rule type (as FW chaining). The
BW chainer can also be instructed, by the programmer, to order the rules by
premise complexity, weight or by use of a programmer defined function.
8. The derivation is explored in one of three ways: depth-first, breadth-first or
best-first. Best, in this context, means smallest goalstack.
The three rule types mentioned are simply explained as follows;
Deduction: These have the general form:
(while <premises> believe <conclusions>)

They cause the creation of justifications in the Truth Maintenance System (TMS).
Such justifications may be set up to show dependencies between simple facts
(sometimes called TMS facts). A simple fact, in KEE, is one that is either the value
of an own slot, an unstructured fact or a special fact, false. For more details about
assumption-based truth maintenance systems, the reader is referred to deKleer
1986. The premises of a deduction rule may be true in any world or the background.
Same World Action Rules: These have the form:
(if <premises> then <conclusions>)

As there name suggests, their premises must be true in a single world (see below);
this is also where the conclusions are asserted.
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New World Action Rules: These have the form:
(if <premises> then in.new.world <conclusions>)

If FW chaining the premises may be true in one or several tvorlds. If BW chaining
they must be true in the same world. In FW chaining, the rules are only applied
to the highest (most recent) worlds and the conclusions are asserted in a newly
created world.
So, as the reader will appreciate, KEE's RulesystemS is very complex, and as a
result very hard to learn and control (difficulties encountered with this rulesystem are
described in section 4.7).
3.8.4 KEEworlds
Worlds may be used to represent alternative states of knowledge. They provide a way
of grouping together facts that are only true in that world. For example, consider
planning the construction of a tower of cubes in the blocks world (see appendix B.l).
Let there initially be a red and blue cube, both of which are on a table. If the system
has a rule that allows it to place one cube on top of another, two possible situations
could result. Situation 1, would have the red cuW on the blue cube, and the blue cube
on the table. Situation 2, would have the position of the red and blue cubes reversed.
Because both situations cannot be true at the same time, the rule must be a new world
action rule. Thus, in order to consider the alternative situations, two worlds would be
created to separate the inconsistent facts.
The simple TMS facts are the only type of fact that may vary between worlds; it
is not possible, for example, to change the organisation of the class hierarchy within
different worlds. Such Imowledge is held in the kickground context and will be the
same in all worlds.
There are many uses for KEEworlds, including:
• Exploration of the affects of different values of own slots on the reasoning process.
• Rules may be run solely within a world, without changing the original state
(background context) of the knowledge base.
• They may be used to record stages in a reasoning process.
• They can be used to explore different hypothetical states of the knowledge base.
Thus worlds are often used for problems involving planning, configuring or ex
ploration of alternatives.
3.8.5 KEEpictures and Activelmages
KEE provides a toolkit — KEEpictures — for manipulating windows and general graph
ics, e.g. bitmaps. This was not used during the experiments described in the next
chapter and does not need to be discussed further.
Activelmages, which is built upon KEEpictures, was used to provide a means of
rapidly prototyping interfaces and testing the BKBS, as well as constructing the final
interface. An Activelmage may be associated with a particular slot, of an instance in
the knowledge base, to provide a graphical display of its value. Some Activelmages
also allow the user to change the value of the slot using the mouse, e.g. toggle switches.
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3.9 Summary
There are four important points that summarise this chapter:
1. AI problems are usually concerned with inferring implicit knowledge from a
given amount of explicit knowledge about the problem domain.
2. It is important to identify the specific outputs that form the solution.
3. There are different problem-solving strategies which may be appropriate com
ponents of the overall strategy best suited to the problem in hand.
4. KEE is selected as a typical example of the hybrid AI tools, currently available
commercially, for the construction of problem-solvers.

KlEilE; to <1jp'yrolk^ll^Dni
4.1 Introduction
This chapter reports the application of KEE to an apparently simple design problem.
Problem-solvers built in LiSP and Prolog are also described to allow comparison with
KEE. The difficulties encountered with KEE, mostly due to its complexity, are dis
cussed. Finally the successful application of formal specification to this problem is
described.

4.2 The Problem
The design of new systems from a number of smaller systems (or components) is a
problem inherent in many situations. One of particular interest is that of designing the
architecture of a computer system — system architecture. The system architect (SA)
must combine several components to form a system to meet some form of specified
requirements. He may also be asked to suggest the components and combinations a
company should be developing and marketing for the future.
Henderson and Warboys have recently been developing a computer language
(Alfa) to help the SA with his job [see Henderson & Warboys 1989a, b, and cj. The
basic idea behind the language is that it should provide a playpen for the SA to ex
periment with different combinations of components. The SA might be looking for
a combination to meet a given specification, or perhaps experimenting to see what a
particular combination provides. The Alfa language is one in which the SA describes
the structure of the system he is exploring in a declarative fashion. He then probes the
structure to discover which functions it provides.
The work presented here has taken the lead from Alfa but encompasses a differ
ent philosophy of use. Rather than the SA constructing the structure in which he is
interested, he instead provides the computer with a database of primitive components
and systems built from those components. He then specifies the requirements of the
desired system. The computer attempts to construct a system from its database of
components and previously constructed systems (a system can contain sub-systems)
to meet the specification. The SA might requ^t the best possible solution according to
some criteria, or be content with any one solution, or perhaps want all possible solu
tions to be listed. This problem falls within the synthesis problem category discussed
in section 3.2.
4.2.1 Notation
The notation presented here is not exactly the same as that used in Alfa: implemen
tation of the IKBS led to a greater understanding of the concepts put forward in Alfa.
The following concepts will be used throughout the implementations and discussions.
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Services These are a primitive type of object possessing nothing more than a name.
Modules A module is a primitive, non-decomposable component. Modules require
and supply a set of services. The SA is expected to declare a group of primitive
modules to be part of the database that the DOBS can draw upon to form new
components.
Systems These are decomposable components. In addition to having both supplied
and required services, a system also has a number of hidden services. It is also
composed from a number of other systems and thus has a number of components.
A module can be thought of as a system with no components and no hidden
service.
Structure A structure is the name given to a subset of the knowledge about a system.
It is knowledge of both the components of the system and the hidden services.
The specification of a desired system This is another subset of the knowledge about
a system. A system may be specified as needing to require and supply services.
On some less frequent occasions, the hidden services may also be spewed.
Component This term is used to refer to modules, structures and systems.
Alfa itself has both a linear and more evocative pictorial form. These are used in
appendix B.2 to present example problems that will be referred to later. The following
are examples of the Alfa language:
A is a module that requires services a and d and supplies a service b.

A

=

unit requires a, d supplies b

Similarly,
B

=

unit requires b supplies c, d

S is a structure built from A and B whilst hiding services b and d.
S

=

structure A, B hides b,d
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4.2.2 IKBS Requirements
The overall requirements of a suitable IKBS for this problem can be clarified, using the
above notation, as follows:
In its usual mode of operation the IKBS will be given some partial knowl
edge about a group of systems. That is, it will know of a set of modules, a set
of structures and perhaps some complete systems (i.e. complete knowledge
about the systems). Given this knowledge, the first thing it will do is to infer
the total information about the systems. During this process it is likely to
come across inconsistencies (often typing errors). This is where integrity
checking will help to remove errors from the input data. Having arrived
at a set of completely defined systems it is ready to receive a specification
for a desired new system. It must then identify suitable combinations of
systems that meet that specification.
4.2.3 Rules of Composition
When components are composed to form a structure the resulting structure's services
are governed by the rules or semantics of composition. These may be stated as:
1. The supplied services of the structure must equal the union of aU the services
suppli^ by its constituent components, minus any hidden services.
2. The required services of the structure must equal the union of all the services
required by its constituent components, minus any services supplied by those
constituent components.
As a corollary to the above semantics, it should be noted that this means that
required services may be used up in some sense — they are consumable — whereas
supplied services are not. SuppIiW services can be used over and over again and only
appear consumed by being explicitly hidden.
4.2.4 Data Dependencies
By now it should be apparent to the reader that this problem has several interdepen
dent pieces of data. Given a subset of the data it should be possible to infer the others.
The following identifies those combinations:
• Given the structure of a system, i.e. its component systems and the services
hidden, it is possible to infer the required and suppliW services of the system
using the rules of composition. These rules assume that the component systems
are fully described in the knowledge base. If they are not fully described, they
can be completed by using this or the other rul^ until the problem bottoms out at
the primitive modules.
• Given the components of a system and the supplied and required services, it is
possible to infer the hidden services.
• Given the supplied, required and hidden services, plus a database of fully de
scribed systems, it is possible to infer several structures that would produce those
services.
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• Given the supplied and required services (the specification of a desired system),
plus a database of fully described systems, it is pt^sible to infer several structures
that would produce those services. (The hidden services may take any value.)
Due to these various dependencies, it is important to identify exactly how the IKBS
will be required to function. A Prolog implementation did go some way to providing
a more versatile IKBS, capable of carrying out all of these inferences (see section 4.8).

4.3 Problem Solving
To make the implementation easier the problem can be simplified by removing the
hidden services. The following is a textual summary of the knowledge that must be rep
resented for this problem solving exercise. This summary is the result of an analysis of
a simple example on paper plus the experience of the first attempts at implementation.
4.3.1 Textual Summary of Simplified Problem
Given a set of modules with specified supplied and required services. Given a desired
specification of a system in terms of the services it supplies and requires. The DCBS should
find possible structures {components only, no hidden services) built from the primitive
modules, such that:
• The rules of composition are satisfied. These are the same as in section 4.2.3, except
for a change to rule 1.
1. The supplied services of the structure must equal the union of all the services
supplied by its constituent components.
• The final solution should meet the constraints of the desired specification, in this
case a simple equality of the inferred value of the supplied and required services
with the specific values.
The following knowledge must be represented:
1 If m is a module, it supplies and requires those services with which it has been
declared.
2 If m is a structure, the supplied and required services are a function of the compo
nents of the structure, as governed by the rules of composition.
3 If c is a set of components that may form a solution, and the supplied and required
services inferred using the rules of composition are equal (set-equal) to those of the
desired system, then c is a solution to the problem.
If this is not the case c can be used as the basis for extending the search for a
solution set of components.
The above is not enough knowledge to solve the problem: it does not say how to
generate new sets of components that might be solutions, nor does it say the best way
to search those possible solution sets.
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One way to go about solving the problem is to start with an empty set, and add
components to it in an attempt to produce the desired system. The possible compo
nents are checked to see if they meet the specification of the desired system; if not
another component is selected and added to the possible components set. This con
tinues until a solution is found. Once one solution is found, the user will either want
the DCBS to stop searching for solutions or continue until any number of solutions are
found.
So the problem solving involves a search through all the possible combinations of
components the IKBS knows about. The question is how to guide and thus speed this
search. The search can be helped by restricting the components that are allowed to be
used in the set of possible components:
4 A component cannot be added to the set of possible components if it supplies a
service that is in the desired system's required services. This can be seen from
the rules of composition.
5 A component cannot be chosen if it is already part of the set of possible components.
(If the SA wants several instances of the same component, he must name them
individually.)
There are several pieces of derived information that will be useful in guiding the
search. These should be calculated for each set of possible components and, together
with the set of possible components, can be thought of as a state in state space. (The
problem is now taking on the standard problem solving strategy of state-based search.)
6 The derived information (also called state-variables) for each state is:
TOTAL-SPEC_REQUIRES
TOTAL-SPEC_SUPPLIES
SPEC-TOTAL_REQUIRES
SPEC-TOTAL_SUPPLIES

= inferred
= inferred
= specified
= specified

requires
supplies
requires
supplies

-

specified requires
specified supplies
inferred requires
inferred supplies

which gives us
NEED_TO_REQUIRE
NEED TO SUPPLY

= SPEC-TOTAL_REQOIRES
= SPEC-TOTAL SUPPLIES U TOTAL-SPEC REQUIRES

(N.B. This is set subtraction.)
It is now possible to describe three heuristics to help guide the search:
Heuristic 1: When selecting a system to add to the possible components, first try to
choose one to reduce the need_TO_REQUIRE; if this is not possible, then try to
choose one to reduce the NEED_TO_SUPPLY. Finally, if no system proves to be
eligible for addition to the set of possible components, give up trying to extend
this partial solution.
Heuristic 2: A system is eligible for inclusion in the set of possible components, if it
is not one of those forbidden by 4 and 5 above and one or more of the services
required by the system are in the NEED_T0_REQUIRE set.
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Heuristic 3: A system is eligible for inclusion in the set of possible components, if it
is not one of those forbidden by 4 and 5 above and one or more of the services
supplied by the system are in the NEED_TO_SUPPLY set.
Corollary to Heuristic 1: If no system is eligible by Heuristic 2, and the NEED_to_REQUIRE is not an empty set, then no solution will ever be found.
4.3.2 The Complete Problem
This problem is similar to the above except for the following changes:
• The complete rules of composition, as given in section 4.23, are satisfied.
• The final solution should meet the constraints of the desired specification, in this
case a simple equality of the inferred value of the supplied and required services
with the specifi^ values. However, there is an extra degree of freedom due to
the possibility of hiding any superfluous supplied services. Thus, if the inferred
required services is set equal to the desired required services, and the inferred
supplied services is a super set of the desired supplied services, the hidden ser
vices is the set difference between the inferred and desired supplied services,
namely the TOTAL-SPEC_SUPPLlES set.

4.4 The Experiments
Henderson and Warboys' approach to the system design problem is to provide a lan
guage that allows the SA to create and explore new designs. In particular it hinges
upon a constructive description of the new system from previous components, both de
rived and primitive. The implementations presented here started with this approach.
A tool was developed which allowed the SA to construct new components and check
their integrity. This meant that the rules of composition were represented explicitly
within the tool; these were checked only at the user's request. If any inconsistency
occurred, the tool helped the SA locate the erroneous description of a component.
Having implemented a tool to assist with maintaining mtegrity during component
construction, the next step was to attempt to capture some of the knowledge pertinent
to solving the SA's problem — "How to design components to meet a specification".
The following is a history of the work. This thesis will be concentrating on the imple
mentations in KEE.
1. The first step was to analyse "How to solve the problem" on paper. A simplified
version of the problem was isolated, i.e. without the hidden services. The key
input data and any derived data needed to assist in the problem solving were
noted. An example was worked through on paper and key decisions noted.
A state-based strategy seemed appropriate to the problem. Finding a solution
became the process of searching the state space, being guided by a few heuristics.
The results of this analysis have already been described in section 4.3.
2. A tool was implemented to check the integrity of the data which had been en
tered into the Imowledge base by the SA. Any partially described systems were
completed.
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3. Having discovered the sketch of an algorithm for solving the problem (step 1
above), it was implemented in the Lisp which underlies the KEE tool. It was
possible to use the object oriented representation (framiK), provided by KEE, to
implement the data structures whilst the search algorithm was written in Lisp.
4. Then an attempt was made to capture the same knowledge in KEE, making use
of its many functional capabilities. That is a mixture of; the production rule
system; message-passing and inheritance of object oriented programming; and
the worlds mechanism.
5. The above approach proved to be complex and difficult to control, so an attempt
was made in Prolog. This followed a generate and test strategy and proved suc
cinct but lacked a simple way of introducing the heuristics.
6. Finally, Z was used to specify the problem solving knowledge. It was used to
clearly define the state-variables and the state transitions. The specification was
then implemented in KEE using a restricted set of KEE's functionality i.e. the
object oriented paradigm for data description and any actions to be initiated by
the user; the world mechanism to represent the states of the problem space; and
the rule system (forward chaining only) for the state transitions and heuristics.

4.5 Integrity Checking Tool
The first experiment carried out was to build a tool that helped the user check the
integrity (i.e. internal consistency) of the data to be used by the problem solving KBS.
One of the first difficulties encountered was KEE's lack of a complete implemen
tation of sets — the set. of operator. As a result it was necessary to use the list. of
operator and write Lisp functions to manipulate the lists as sets e g. my-union, see
appendix E.3.2.
In order to carry out the integrity checking of the components constructed with
this tool, it was necessary to distinguish the declared supplied and required services
from those implied by the tool. This resulted in a proliferation of slots e g. supplies
and supplies. imp. Attempts were made at using just the one slot, e g. supplies,
and writing different integrity rules. However, this was not successful, it being much
simpler to keep the two kinds of knowledge distinct.
The tool also had the rules of composition represented twice: once in the AC
TION. INT rules and again in the object oriented methods. Both were needed, the
action rules for operation Mode 2 and the object oriented methods for Mode 3 (dis
cussed below). Ideally the rules of composition should have been represented once and
made use of by both the rules and methods. This was not possible since they were so
intertwined with the paradigm of their use.
In practise it proved much easier to implement the semantics in an object oriented
fashion. Implementation in the Rulesystem was prone to mistakes and misunder
standing of how the Rulesystem worked. The object oriented paradigm was much
more easily understood and thus the solution easier to implement. An example of the
Rulesystem's complexity was the radical change in the inferences made by changing
a gloWl flag affecting the Rulesystem's behaviour (this is discussed further in sec
tion 4.7); it was found difficult to keep track of exactly how the system would behave.
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BOSS
MODULE
COMPONENT
STRUCTURE
KEEPICTURE.INSTANCES
SERVICE
Figure 4.1; The Class Hierarchy.
It was possible to apply the integrity checking capabilities of this tool to any
knowledge base, as long as the structure of the classes (i.e. the hierarchy and slots)
was present — it was also possible to extend the structure if necessary. The integrity
checker was thus independent of any problem solving capabilities given to the IKBS.
This tool was successful because it was still reasonably small, control being main
tained by several devices:
• Processing and inference were broken down into small units.
• Those units were initiated by the user. This was done by the use of active images
and methods (i.e. buttons).
• Small rule classes were used to segregate the rules into manageable groups. This
prevented them interfering with each other in unexpected ways.
• The reasoning represented by each rule class was very sTmll/simple.
The following sections discuss the details of this implementation; these may be
skipped by moving to section 4.6.
4.5.1 Class Hierarchy
Figure 4.1 is a pictorial representation of the class hierarchy that was chosen for this
tool. The objects the tool was to manipulate were inserted as children (or instances) of
the SERVICE, MODULE and STRUCTURE classes. The BOSS object had several methods
which helped control the tool. The KEEPICTURE. INSTANCES object was created au
tomatically by KEE when active images were attached to the slots of classes or instances.
The STRUCTURE class was used to contain instances of both structures and systems. See
section 4.2.1 for clarification of notation.
The following is a brief summary of the slots that were in this hierarchy of classes.
BOSS Below is one of several methods that belonged to the BOSS object.
Slot

Valueclass

Value

rm_requires.imp:

Method

(lambda (self)
(declare (ignore self)
(loop.with.bindings
(?c is in class component)
do
(unitmsg ?c 'rm_requires.imp!))) i
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This method, when activated by the user through the KEE interface, sent a
message to all objects in the COMPONENT class to do the method in their own
rm_requires. imp! method slot. In this case, all the implied required services
of those objects would have been deleted. Methods like this one allowed the user
to interact with the tool and carry out some programmed function.
COMPONENT This had several member slots; these were inherited by its descendents
in the hierarchy.
Slot

Valueclass

Value

describe.m

Method

(lambda (self)
(format ‘standard-output*
"~S Unit = ~S ~% Type = ~S ~%
Requires = ~S ~% Supplies = ~S'
self
(unit.parents self 'member)
(get.values self 'requires)
(get.values self 'supplies) ))

requires

(list.of
SERVICE)

nil

requires.imp

(list.of
SERVICE)

nil

rm_requires.imp!

Method

(lambda (self)
(remove.all.values self
'requires.imp):

rm_3upplles.imp!

Method

(lambda (self)
(remove.all.values self
'supplies.imp) :

supplies

(list.of
SERVICE)

nil

supplies.imp

(list.of
SERVICE)

nil

The describe. m method asked the object to describe itself, giving details of the
required and supplied services of its parent class. This method did not capture
the semantics of composition for components, it just asked the component to
display its slot values. Note the need to understand Lisp.
There were also methods to help the user experiment/manage the data in the
tool: such as those for the removal of the inferred supplied and required services.
These had a "!" suffix.
There were slots for the supplied and required services, supplies and re
quires. Their values were restricted to lists of objects from the class SERVICE.
This should have been sets of objects but unfortunately KEE did not have a com
plete implementation of sets.
It is important to note the introduction of slots for the inferred supplied and
required services, namely supplies.imp and requires.imp respectively:
these were critical in the integrity checking process.
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MODULE This inherited all of the slots from the COMPONENT class. It also had the
following:
Slot

Valueciass

Value

describe?

Method

(lambda (self)
(list 'module
(unitmsg self 'requires?)
(unitmsg self 'supplies?)))

requires?

Method

(lambda (self)
(get.value self 'requires))

supplies?

Method

(lambda (self)
(get.value self 'supplies))

Alfa had object oriented semantics that allowed the SA to construct systems
and discover the services they supplied and required. These captured the rules
of composition and were implemented as the methods with the "?" suffix. In
this case, the requires?/supplies? methods captured the semantics of the
required /supplW services for a module. These were trivial in this case but more
complex for structures.
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STRUCTURE Once again this inherited the slots from the COMPONENT class. The
following were also added:

slot

Vaiueciass

Value

components

(list.of
COMPONENT)

nil

describe.m

Method

{after
(format "standard-output*
Components - ~S ~% Hidden
(get.values self 'components)
(get.values self 'hidden)))

describe?

Method

(lambda (self)
(list 'structure
(mapcar
#'(lambda (c)(unitmsg self 'describe?))
(get.values self 'components))
(get.values self 'hidden)))

hidden

(list.of
SERVICE)

nil

requires;

Method

(lambda (self)
(set-difference
(my-unlon
(mapcar
#'(lambda (c)(unitmsg c 'requires?))
(get.value self 'components)))
(my-union
(mapcar
#'(lambda (c){unitmsg c 'supplies?):
(get.value self 'components)))))

supplies?

Method

(lambda (self)
(set-difference
(my-union
(mapcar
#'(lambda (c)(unitmsg c 'supplies?))
(get.value self 'components)))
(get.value self 'hidden)))

The SA was able to construct systems (in this case instances of the class STRUC
TURE) and ask the instance to describe? itself, i.e. flatten the structure to primitive
modules. The SA could also ask which services the structure supplied and required
using the supplies? and requires? methods.
4.5.2 The Rule Classes
Figure 4.2 shows the rule classes and instances; solid lines indicate the subclass rela
tionship between units, the dashed lines indicate the instance-of relationship. The rules
and methods r^ulted in three modes of operation:
Mode 1: Partial Knowledge & Object Oriented Semantics The SA entered the prim
itive modules and several structures (components and hidden services only) into
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ACTION-

SUPREQSTRUCT.ACT
CHECK_REQ_SPEC.INT
AFTER-INT
CHECK_SUP_SPEC.INT
STRUCTURE JNT

MYRULES f----INTEGRITY f------- BEFORE.INT
SUPREQ.INT
WEAK_STRUCTURE.INT
WEAK_BEPORE.INT<^
WEAK_SUPREQ.INT
MESSAGE. ACT...... DEDUCE_SUPREQ.ACT

.. ACCEPT_REQ.IMP.ACT
' TRANSFER
ACCEPT SUP.IMP.ACr
Figure 4.2: The Rule Classes.
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the knowledge base (KB). Recall that a structure was only partial knowledge
about a system.
The SA then interrogated the KB using the object oriented semantics as outlined
above. Thus he discovered if the constructed structures did in fact supply and
require those services he had hoped. If not, he could change the structures.
Mode 2: Complete Knowledge & Integrity Checking As well as the knowledge
above, the SA entered the complete description of the systems, i.e. a structure
plus the requires and supplies. He then checked the integrity of the data using a
sequence of actions. These actions took the form of methods associated with the
MYRULES class. They were triggered by active images attached to the myrules
class. The methods initiated FW chaining with a particular rule class, e.g. the
BEFORE. INT rule class. The following was a typical example of these methods:
(fire.before
(value
( (lambda (self)
(declare (ignore self))
(assert nil 'before.int)))))

;; Slot
;; Method

The final line told the Rulesystem to try to fire all the rules in the BEFORE. INT
rule class.
The sequence of actions was as follows:
Fire Before Integrity Rules These were collected as the BEFORE. INT rule class.
These checked that all the instances of the STRUCTURE and MODULE classes
in the KB had their appropriate slots filled. Thus all COMPONENTS should
have had their supplies and requires slots filled and STRUCTURES
should also have had their components and hidden services filled. If these
rules found any empty slots, they displayed a message indicating which slot
in which instance was to blame. This allowed the SA to correct the mistake.
An example of this kind of rule was STRUCTURE. INT:
(structure.int
(if (?s is in class structure)
(or (cant.find (find (the components of ?s is ?hp)) )
(cant.find (find (the hidden of ?s is ?hs))))
then
{lisp
(progn
(format ’standard-output*
"'SStructure.int rule finds bad integrity. ~%")
(format *standard-output*
"This is due to a components or hidden ~%")
(format ’standard-output*
"slot of a structure -S being empty. -% ~%"
?s)))))

This said:
if
?s is in the structure class and
either there is no value in the components slot of ?s or
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there is no value in the hidden services slot of ?s,
then

Carry out a Lisp procedure that prints out Information”
describing the fault and where it is found.
Fire Action Rules These were collected in the rule class ACTION. INT. This ac
tion set off a FW chaining process that calculated the supplied and required
services that were implied by the declared structure. This rule captured the
semantics of composition for components.
(supreqstruct.act
{if {?s is in class structure)
{the components of ?s is ?1)
(the hidden of ?s is ?hs-l)
{^supplies.f =
(lisp
(my-union

(mapcar
#' (lambda (component)
(get.value component 'supplies))
?!))))

(?requires.f =
(lisp
(my-union
(mapcar
#'(lambda (component)
(get.value component 'requires))

?in))
then
(change.to
(the supplies.imp of ?s is
(set-difference
?supplies.f ?hs-l :test #'equal)))
(change.to
(the requires.imp of ?s is
(set-difference
?requires.f '’supplies, f :test *' equal)) ) ) )

The important points to note here were:
• The use of second slots for the implied supplied and required services.
• How the rules carried out a calculation using Lisp, e g. the value of the
supplies. imp slot.
• How these rules assumed that the required and supplied services of
the components of a structure had been declared. The rules used the
declared values of these slots (requires and supplies), from the
nested components, to calculate the implied values (requires. imp
and supplies. imp) for the structure in question. Thus any errors
in the input knowledge would have caused a discrepancy between the
declared and implied values.
• The use of the change. to operator — this caused a slot value to be
changed rather than a new value added to the old one.
Fire After Rules These were collected in the rule class AFTER. INT; they checked
that the declared and implied values of the supplies and requires slots
were equal, raising an error otherwise. They identified the instance that
contained the discrepancy so that the user could correct the mistake.
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Mode 3: Partial Knowledge, Completion and Integrity Checking The SA entered a
mixture of partially and completely declared structures. He then went through
a similar sequence of actions to Mode 2.
Fire Weakened Before Integrity Rules The integrity rules of Mode 2 were
weakened so that structures no longer had to have their supplied
and required services declared.
These were collected under the
WEAK_BEFORE. INT rule class.
Calculating the Implied Services The action rules of Mode 2 would no longer
work, since not every supplies and requires slot of a component would have
a value. A new rule was created in the MESSAGE. ACT rule class. This found
the value of the implied supplies and requires using the object oriented se
mantics of Mode 1. The implied values were no longer a direct consequence
of the declared valu^ of the next nested layer in the hierarchy, they now re
sulted from the semantics of composition and the complete structure of the
component (which may have contained nested structures). A message was
sent to every instance (component) to calculate its supplied and required
services, the returned values were then placed in the appropriate implied
slots.
After Integrity Check These rules were also the same as Mode 2; they located
any discrepancies as before. These identified those components that had
implied values for the supplied and required services but no declared val
ues.
Completing the Knowledge The SA was then in a position to accept the implied
values of the supplied and required services. He did this via another active
image which fired the TRANSFER rule class. The following was one of the
two rules.
(accept_sup.imp.act
(if (?s is in class structure)
(the supplies.imp of ?s is ?supi-l)
then
(change.to (the supplies of ?s is ?supi-l)))>

The SA had now completed the declaration of the components in the KB
and was assured of their integrity.
4.5.3 Worked Example 1
Worked example 1 was carried out using the tool working in Mode 3 (see ap
pendix B.2.1). The tool successfully helped the user to identify inconsistencies in the
knowledge base and arrive at a fully declared description of the components of interest.
Those inconsistencies found were usually due to typing errors which often resulted
from KEE's poor input interface. Future implementations would benefit from a simple
parser or the ability to load details of instances from a structured file.

4.6 A Lisp Implementation
Before continuing with the implementation in KEE, it was decided to implement a
problem-solver in LISP, see appendix C. It was hoped that this would provide in
sight into the problem and a position from which to judge KEE. The problem was
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represented as a search through a state space. A breadth-first search strategy was
implemented to find all the solutions. A state was represented as a list of the structure's
name and the following state-variables (previously outlined in section 4.3):
• TOTAL-SUPPLIES: inferred supplied services
$ TOTAL-REQUIRES: inferred required services
• TOTAL-SPEC-SUPPLIES
• TOTAL-SPEC_REQUIRES
• SPEC-TOTAL-SUPPLIES
• SPEC-TOTAL_REQUIRES

• NEED_TO_SUPPLY
• NEED_TO_REQUIRE

This problem-solver made use of KEE's frame-based representation for the data,
i.e. classes and slots etc., thus it could only be used in conjunction with KEE. The
problem solver was invoked from the Lisp Listener (an interactive LisP window) as
follows:
{construct-structure 'Structure name)

4.6.1 Worked Example 1
The Lisp program was tested using worked example 1 (see appendix B.2.1). In order
to test the program, a copy of a structure was made. The declared components and
hidden services were deleted, and the DKBS asked to construct it. The output below
shows the results for the Unix and U_pc_ft structures. The brackets after "found
solutions" contain the suggested components. The second pair contain the hidden
services.
> (construct-structure 'Unix)
"found solution"
(USHELL UBOX)
"hidden-services"
(UAI)
"found solution"
(UBOX USHELl PC)
"hidden-services"
(PCAI UAI)
"found solution"
(PC USHELL UBOX PCKERMIT)
"hidden-services"
(VTIOO PCAI UAI)
"found solution"
(PC KCIIENT KSERVER USHELL UBOX K)
"hidden-services"
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(FILE_TRANSPER KPRO KCPRO PCAI KSPRO UAI)

NIL
>

> (construct-structure 'u_pc_ft)
"found solution"
(PC KCLIENT KSERVER UBOX TM K)
"hidden-services"
(KPRO RS232 UAI KCPRO PCAI KSPRO CONNECT VTIOO)
"found solution"
(PC KCLIENT KSERVER UBOX XOVER K)
"hidden-services"
(KPRO RS232 UAI KCPRO PCAI KSPRO CONNECT)

NIL
>

As the reader can see, the IKBS found 4 solutions to the Unix specification and
2 for the U_pc_ft. The SA could then choose which construction was the most ap
propriate. A more intelligent problem-solver might contain knowledge which would
eliminate some of the possible solutions, e g. by number of components, or cost.
4.6.2 Discussion
The Lisp code captured enough knowledge about how to solve the problem to be
successful. However, in order to change the search strategy or heuristics the user
would have had to change the LISP code. This was because the knowledge had been
described in a procedural fashion — "How to Solve The/This Problem" — and was
thus difficult to modify or extend.
However, despite these drawbacks, this program took a relatively small time to
implement compared to those using the KEE Rulesystem and Worlds Mechanism. This
was probably due to the straightforward semantics of the Lisp programming language;
KEE's semantics were extremely complex and inter-dependent, due to the hybrid na
ture of the tool.
This program was restricted to considering combinations of primitive modules.
It should really have allowed the nesting of previously constructed structures. This
could have been included in future implementations.

4.7 First Attempt at an IKBS using KEE
Having implemented a solution in Lisp, the next experiment attempted to capture the
same problem-solving ability in KEE 3.1 on a Sun 4/110; making use of the Rulesystem,
Object Oriented representation and the Worlds mechanism. The first attempt at this went
through many different incarnations, none of which were particularly successful: the
IKBS had become too large and complex.
It was difficult to control the reasoning process, in particular:
• It was not always clear which world was being searched for the premises of the
rules, and similarly, in which the conclusions were being asserted.
• The search path was affected by several global variables:
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Immediate Rule Application This affects BW chaining and can best be de
scribed with an example. Consider the two rules:
(if (pn
(p^
then
)

(if (p3)
(p4)
then

(pU)

If the initial goal is to prove cl, rule 1 will cause BW chaining to rule 2. If
immediate rule application is on, the default, pi will be asserted as soon as p3
and p4 are found true. If it is off, pi will not be asserted until p2 has been
proved.
Node Redundancy Check This prevents a node in the search being created with
the same goal stack as one that has been solved earlier. That is, it tries to
prevent the goal being unnecessarily derived a second time. This may not
always be appropriate.
Verify Rule Premise This is important at the stage when the FW chainer rule
controller finally removes a rule to fire from the agenda. If this variable is
on, it will check that the premises of the rule are still true. If it is
it will
fire the rule even if some are now false.
• The order of premises in the rules affected the order of rule application in both
FW and BW chaining: the rule controller searches for the premises/goals in the
order they occur in the rules.
• KEE contains many bugs which resulted in strange rule execution, some of which
were not even repeatable. These caused a great deal of time to be wasted. Those
bugs and weaknesses include:
- The list. of operator does not work properly.
- Variable names can clash in different rules.
- The lisp operator has to be entered explicitly, in rule premises, where it
should occur automatically. This is used to surround pieces of Lisp code.
- Sometimes rules have to be manually re-parsed on editing or re-entering the
knowledge base.
- KEE does not detect misspelled variable or function names.
It was thought that the experiments and observations made were still valid de
spite these bugs.
The following were used in an attempt to control the execution of the rules:
• A special goal slot, to represent different stages in the problem-solving.
• KEE's control operators and rule classes.
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Extra premises to prevent the wrong rules from firing.
ax/y\face f'Vta
There seemed to be a need to express
the basic reasoning information in some
form of simple rule whilst keeping higher level control knowledge separate. This
was difficult to do in KEE: the control knowledge had to be expressed at the same
level as the basic knowledge. This can be seen by looking at the rules below which
included complex control operators, such as find, in amongst the premises and con
clusions. This control knowledge should have been expressed separately. For exam
ple, GENERATE_NEXT__POSS IBLE_S0LUTI0N should have been expressed as follows
(compare this with the complete rule shown in section 4.7.2):

(generate_next_possible_solution
(if (the possible_3olution of Is is ?rest)
(a possible_module of ?s is ?mm)
then
(the possible_solution of ?s is (list.of ?mm . ?rest))))

All the other information should have been expressed in another way. In a conven
tional programming language, the user is encouraged to use procedural abstraction to
help break the problem down. It was an inability to do this, i.e. abstract different parts
of the problem solving knowledge, that caused the difficulties with this knowledge
base.
Despite a great deal of time and effort, this IKBS was never successful. The rules
became more and more complex as attempts were made to control the reasoning pro
cess. The attempts were hindered by the complex semantics of the different program
ming paradigms offered by KEE. Moreover, the semantics of their interaction antag
onized the situation. Despite KEE providing a complex rule tracing mechanism, it
was still difficult to find where things were going wrong. All in all this attempt at
representing, what was apparently a simple problem solving task, took too long and
failed.
The following describes the culmination of these attempts: the reader is advised
to read only a little since it is presented to give an impression of the complexity in
which the programmer of KEE can become entangled. The text resumes in earnest at
section 4.8.
4.7.1 Overview of Approach
The states of the Lisp implementation were represented using KEE's Worlds mecha
nism. Slots were introduced, on the structure under construction, to represent the
state-variables: these slots were to contain different values in different worlds. The
principle representation of the reasoning process was the Rulesystem.
The search was started with a query for the components that could make up a
specified structure, i.e. one with declared supplied and required services. This should
have triggered a search through the state space, each intermediate state and solution
state being represented by a KEE World.
The search process should have proceeded as follows:
• Take a state that is not a solution.
• Find a module suitable for inclusion in this partial solution.
• Create a new world and add the module to the partial solution.
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• Infer the state-variables and assert them in the new world.
• Check if the state is a solution state, if so create a new world, marking it as a
solution. Otherwise continue search.
4.7.2 Attempt at Implementation
1. The primitive modules and structures were described in a database, in a similar
fashion to the previous experiment. The structure to be created had only its
supplied and required services declared.
2. In an attempt to control the reasoning process, the rules were grouped together
in rule classes. See figure 4.3.
3. The initial world, from which the search should start, was set up by firing the
initialise_state_m method on the BOSS class. This carried out the follow
ing Lisp code:
{initialise_state_m
(value
((lambda (self)
(declare (ignore self))
(retract '(the goal of ss is initialise_modules))
(retract '(the goal of ss is initialise))
(assert
'(the goal of ss is initialise)
'fw_initialise_rules))))

This should have retracted two facts that might have remained from
a previous session and asserted a fact to start FW chaining with the
FW_INITIALISE_RULES. The goal slot, referred to in the method, had been
introduced in an attempt to help control the rules. For simplicity, an explicit
name was used for the structure under construction (SS).
4. The INITIALISE2 rule should then have fired due to its first premise. This

should have created a new world and set up the state-variables. The goal should
then have been changed to INITIALISEJMODULES.
(iniciaiise2
(if (the goal of ?s is initialise)
then
in.new.world
(change.to (the possible_solution
(change.to (the poss_supplies.imp
(change.to (the poss_requires.imp
(change.to (the need_to_supply of

of ?s is nil))
of ?s is nil))
of ?s is nil))
?s is
(the supplies of ?s)))
(change.to (the need_to_require of ?s is
(the requires of ?s)))
(change.to (the goal of ?s is initialise_modules)))))

5. The FW_INIT_M0DULES 2 rule should then have fired, asserting the implied sup
plied and required services for a module.
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(fw_init_modules2
(if (the goal of ?s is initialise_modules)
(?m is in class module)
(the requires of ?m is ?req)
(the supplies of ?m is ?sup)
then
(change.to (the requires.imp of ?m is 7req))
(change.to (the supplies.imp of ?m is ?sup))))

6. This in turn should have triggered FW_CANNOT_CONTAIN2 which should have
attempted to discover all the modules that the structure could not have con
tained.
(fw_cannot_contain2
(if (?s is in class structure)
(the requires of ?s is ?req_l)
(?m is in class module)
(the supplies.imp of ?m is ?sup.imp)
(lisp (not (null (intersection 7sup.imp 7req_l))))
then
(change.to (a cannot_contain of 7s is ?m))))

7. The BW chaining search for a solution should have been started by the following
query:
(query '(the components of ss is 7what)
'bw_world_rules
;; rule class to use
'initialise2-9)
;; world to start search from

8. This should have matched the conclusion of the HAVE_SOLUTlON rule in the
BW_W0RLD_R0LES rule class.
(have_solution
(if (the possible_solution of 7s is 7poss_sol)
(the poss_supplies.imp of 7s is 7poss_sup.i)
(the poss_requires.imp of ?s is ?poss_req.i)
(the supplies of 7s is 7spec_s)
(the requires of 7s is 7spec_r)
(lisp (my-set-equal 7poss_sup.i 7spec_s>)
(lisp (my-sec-equal 7poss_req.i ?spec_r))
then
in.new.world
(the components of 7s is 7poss_sol)))

This rule should have added its premises as goals; it was hoped that the premises
captured the relationships that should have existed, between the state-variables,
for this to have been a solution. It had been assumed that the premises would
need to exist in the same world and, if the conditions were met, that a new
world would have been created to indicate the solution. This rule should have
expressed the following:
We have solution components ?poss_soi, if a possible-solution
?poss_soi has been found, such that its inferred supplied and re
quired services (?poss_supplies . imp and ?poss_requires. imp)
are set-equal to the specified supplied and required services of the
structure to construct, ?s.
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9.This was expected to first check if the initial world is a solution, fail, and cause
a new world to be created using the GENERATE_NEXT_POSSIBLE_SOLUTION
rule.
(generate_next_posslble_3olution
(if (the possible_301ution of ?s is ?rest)
(find (a possible_module of ?s is ?min)
using bw_next_module)
then
in.new.world
(delete (the possible_module of ?s is
)
(change.to (the pos3ible_3olution of ?s is
(list.of ?mm . ?rest)))
(change.to (the goal of ?s is fwjposs_supplles.imp)
using fw_state__rules)))

The first premise of HAVE_S0LUTI0N should have caused BW chaining with
GENERATE_NEXT_P0SSIBLE_S0LUTI0N. This should have found a world with
a possible-solution and tried to expand it by finding a suitable module:
(find (a possible_module of ?s is ?mm) using bw_next_module)

This should then have created a new world with that module added to the
possible-solution set. The state-variables should then have been calculated using
the FW_STATE_RULES.
10. The BW_NEXT_MODULE rule class should have tried to find a suitable module by
using the required and then the supplied services still needed by the structure.
Checking the value of the NEED_TO_REQUlRE slot (i.e. whether it was nil or
not) should have provided the correct rule ordering. It had been assumed that
both premises and conclusions would have been searched for and asserted in the
current world.
(bw_next_module_by_req
(if (the need_to_requlre of ?s is ?n_t_r)
(lisp (not (null ?n_t_r)))
(find (the possible__solution of ?s is ?poss_sol_r)
using no.rules)
(?mmm is in class module)
(lisp (not (member (unit.name ?mmm) ?poss_sol_r)))
(cant.find (a cannot_contain of ?s is ?mmm))
(the requires.imp of ?mmm is ?req.imp)
(lisp (not (null (intersection ?req.imp ?n_t_r))))
then
(add (a possible_module of ?s is ?mmm))))
(bw_next_module_by_sup
(if (the need_to_require of ?s is nil)
(cant.find (the need_to_supply of ?s is nil))
(the need_to_supply of ?s is ?n_t_s)
(find (the possible_solution of ?s is ?poss_sol_s)
using no.rules)
(?m is in class module)
(lisp (not (member (unit.name ?m) ?poss_sol_s)))
(cant.find (a cannot_contain of ?s is ?m))
(the supplies.imp of ?m is ?sup.imp)
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(lisp (not (null (intersection ?sup.imp ?n_t_s))))
then
(add (a possible_module of ?3 is "Pm))))

These rules attempted to use KEE's control operators to restrict search. For
example, the following should have prevented further BW chaining;
(find (the possible_solution of ?3 is ?poss_sol_s)
using no.rules)

The cant. find operator, used above, does exactly as the name suggests: it
tries to find a fact in the knowledge base, returning false if it is found and true
otherwise.
11. So GENERATE_NEXT_POSSIBLE_SOLUTlON should have extended the possiblesolution by adding ?mm. It should then have FW chained to change the statevariables:
(change.to (the goal of ?s is fw_pos3_supplies.imp)
using fw_state_rules)

Note how the goal should have helped to control the reasoning process. The
FW_STATE_RULES should have been ordered by the use of the goal, and should
have proceeded as follows:
(fw_structure_supplies.imp
(if (the goal of ?s is fw_poss_supplies.imp)
(the possibie_solution of ?s is (list.of ?m . ?rest))
(the poss_supplies.imp of ?s is ?poss_sup.i)
(the supplies.imp of ?m is ?sup.i)
then
(change.to
(the poss_supplles.imp of ?s is
(union ?sup.i ?pos3_3up.i)) using no.rules)
(change.to (the goal of ?s is fw_poss_reguires.imp))))
(fw_poss_structure_requires.imp
(if (the goal of ?s is fw_poss_requires.imp)
(the poss_supplies.imp of ?s is ?poss_sup.i)
(the poss_requires. imp of ?s is ?poss__req. i)
(the possible_solution of ?s is (list.of ?m . ?rest))
(the requires.imp of ?m is ?req.i)
then
(change.to
(the poss_requires.imp of ?s is
(set-difference
(union ?poss_req.i ?req.i) ?poss_sup.i))
using no.rules)
(change.to (the goal of ?s is results))))
(fw_state_results
(if (the goal of ?s is results)
(the supplies of ?s is ?spec_s)
(the requires of ?s is ?spec_r)
(the poss_supplies.imp of ?s is ?total_s)
(the poss_requires.imp of ?s is ?total_r)
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(?s-t_r = (set-difference ?spec_r ?totai_r))
(?s-t_s = (set-difference ?spec_3 ?total_s))
(?t-s_r = (set-difference ?total_r ?spec_r))
(?t-s__s = (set-difference ?total_s ?spec_s))
then
(change.to (the total-spec_requires of ?s is ?t-s_r))
(change.to (the total-spec_3upplies of ?3 is ?t-s_s))
(change.to (the spec-total_requires of ?s is ?s-t_r))
(change.to (the spec-totai_supplies of ?s is ?s-t_s))
(change.to (the need_to_require of 7s is ?s-t_r))
(change.to
(the need_to_supply of ?s is
(union ?s-t s ?t-s r)))))

These rules had been expected to find their premises in the current world, and
assert their conclusions in the same.
12. Having generated the new possible-solution, HAVE_SOLUTION may or may
not have succeeded. If it had failed, GENERATE_NEXT_P0SSIBLE_S0LUTI0N

should have continued to generate new states to test.

4.8 The Prolog Solution
Having failed to implement a successful IKBS in KEE, it was decided to attempt the
same problem in Prolog. Once again the simple problem was attempted first and then
extended to deal with hidden services; the complete solution is presented below. It
was hoped that Prolog would allow an elegant specification of the problem. The prob
lem solving strategy adopted was one of generate and test. A Prolog predicate would
generate possible solutions, and further predicates applied to restrict the solution set.
4.8.1 The Program
The SA was expected to describe a set of primitive objects which the IKBS could use in
its construction of the solution system. The SA posed the problem for the IKBS in the
following form:
7- construct_system(Name,Set_of_requires,
Set_of_supplies,Components, Hidden).

This predicate was capable of receiving different combinations of variables and
inferring the rest. Those combinations which worked were:
Name alone: It checked to see if the named system was known to the KB, if so it
returned the appropriate details, otherwise it failed.
Required and Supplied Services: It generated solution pairs of components and hid
den services.
Required, Supplied and Hidden Services: It generated solution components such
that aU Aree sets of services were consistent.
Name and either of the above two sets of data: It checked that the system was not
already known before it constructed the above solutions.
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Required, Supplied and Components: A system with these attributes was found if
one was present in the KB. Otherwise, the appropriate value of the hidden ser
vices was calculated and a name generated.
4.8.2 Discussion
The declarative nature of Prolog facilitated the representation of the semantics of com
position and the constraints between the supplied, required and hidden services in
is_solution_p. The code was as follows:
% is_3olutlon_p{?R,?S,+Set_of_systems,?Hidden_services)
is_solutlon_p(R,S,Set_of_systems,Hidden_services):setof(Supp,
Sys''Rdum''Cdum''Hdum^ (member (Sys, Set_of_systems) ,
system{Sys,Rdum,Supp,Cdum,Hdum)),
Set_of_supplles),
union(Set_of_supplies,Stot),
my_subtract(Stot,Hidden services,S),
setof(Req,
Sys"Sdum^Cdum''Hdum^ (member (Sys, Set_of_systems) ,
system{Sys,Req,Sdum,Cdum,Hdum) ) ,
Set_of_requires) ,
union(Set_of_requires,Rtot) ,
subtract(Rtot,Stot,R).

Although the predicate was not totally reversible, that is independent of which
data it was given and which it must deduce, Prolog did allow a certain degree of
reversibility. Ideally, one would wish to express the constraints between the various
variables, as in a mathematical equation, and the EKBS use these to discover the so
lution. Research is currently in progress on such Constraint Programming Languages
[Lehler 1988]; these tend to be restricted to particular problem domains e g. the solution
of simultaneous equations.
The adoption of the generate and test strategy provided a powerful way of structur
ing the problem solving. This allowed the const rue t_sy stem procedure, to be built
up gradually; more predicates being added after the generation of a possible solution
in order to enforce more constraints upon the solution.
The generate and test approach also had its short comings: it was not easy to include
heuristics to guide the search. To do this would have required the expansion of the
generator function. In this implementation, the generator included some constraints
on the combinations of components generated. It did not contain any heuristic infor
mation, i.e. heuristics 1, 2 and 3, as described in section 4.3. Probably the best way to
represent the heuristics, in Prolog, would be to build a shell (e.g. a rule interpreter).
The results to worked example 1 are shown in appendix D. In particular the
first (and simplest) solution to the construction of a unix system was accomplished
in about 5 seconds. The IKBS was still searching for other combinations after about 20
minutes.
The Prolog search mechanism was much more easily understood than that of
KEE's RulesystemS. This enabled me to develop the IKBS in a reasonable amount of
time and with more confidence in the final results. AH in all, the Prolog solution was
more elegant, extendable, understandable and reliable than the previous attempts in
KEE. It was not possible, however, to express the heuristics without building a shell.
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It was decided to continue with the exploration of KEE, rather than build the Prolog
shell.

4.9 An IKBS using Formal Specification and KEE
A second attempt was made to implement an IKBS in KEE. In order to keep the im
plementation manageable, Z was uW to specify the problem and only a reduced set
of KEE's functionality was used. Only the simplified Alfa problem was implemented,
i.e. with no hidden services.
4.9.1 Z Specification Language
Z is a formal specification language used in the design and specification of computer
programs. Its use has been explored by the Programming Research Group at Oxford
University [Hayes 1987]. Z is built upon mathematical notation for logic and sets
etc., plus the Schema Calculus. A schema provides a means of grouping together the
declaration of variables and a predicate expressing constraints upon those variables.
Due to the problems experienced with the first attempt at implementing an IKBS
in KEE, it was decided that as much of the problem as possible would be specified in Z.
It was hoped that this would help manage the complexity of the problem and the im
plementation, resulting in a successful IKBS. It was also hoped to increase confidence
in the results produced by the IKBS.
Appendix E contains the Z specification for the Alfa problem. Its relationship to
the implementation is described below.
4.9.2 Implementation
A naive approach to solving the problem was implemented first (Z1 to Zll). This was
then refined (Z12 to Z26). These are discussed in turn below.
In an attempt to keep the implementation simple, only a sul%et of KEE's function
ality was used:
• Worlds were used to represent the possible states in state space; this provided a
means of exploring different possible solutions.
• The search was implemented using the Rulesystem; this was restricted to for
ward chaining.
The two basic types of objects (see ZI), MODULE and SERVICE, were represented
by two classes. See figure 4.4. The class COMPONENT was used to capture information
pertinent to both MODULE and SYSTEM, i.e. the supplies and requires slots. These
slots had valueclass restrictions imposed upon them; the values must be a list.of
SERVICE. Ideally this would have been set. of, but KEE's implementation of sets
was not complete.
The context of the problem was presented to the IKBS by declaring the SERVICES
and MODULES. The latter having the appropriate values for their supplies and re
quires slots.
The supplies and requires functions, Z2 and 73, were implemented in Lisp — sup
plies-! and requires-f (see appendix E.3.1). The results of the functions were
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SERVICE

Figure 4.4: The Class Hierarchy.
type checked by the valueckss restriction of the slot in which they were to be recorded.
N.B. The functions did not check that they had received a MODULE as argument.
The integrity check Z4 was not implemented. This could easily have been done
with a method or rule. A query allowW the user to check that Z4 was not violated:
(query '{

(?m is in class module) and
(the requires of ?m is ?req) and
(the supplies of ?m is ?sup) and
(not (lisp (null (intersection ?req ?sup))))

))

If this query found any module(s) with these properties, it was known that the con
straint had been violated.
SYSTEM was introduced as a subclass of COMPONENT, and thus inherited the sup
plies and requires slots. Moreover, this class had a components slot. This latter
slot had a valueclass restriction of a list. of MODULES. Once again, this should have
been set. of. This slot varied from state to state as the search proceeded. The body
of the System schema (Z5) was implemented as a predicate in Lisp, see appendix E.3.1.
This predicate was used to implement the Solution schema, see later.
The goal system was entered into the IKBS using the KEE assert function (Z6).
This told the IKBS to start forward chaining using the set of rules that would control
the search, namely EXPERTl. A special goal slot was introduced to the SYSTEM class
to aid the control of these rules.
(assert ' {

(ss is in class system) and
(the requires of ss is (a)) and
(the supplies of ss is (b c d e)) and
(the goal of ss is solve) )
'expert1)

The states were represented using KEE's world mechanism (Z7). Only the goal
and components slots of the system varied between states. The rules were written
assuming that there was only one goal system (Z8).
InitO (Z9) was implemented as an initialisation rule:
(if (the goal of ?s is solve)
(find.any (?s is in class system))
then in.new.world
(add (the components of ?s is {))
(change.to (the goal of ?3 is search))))

Note how the goal was changed to search once initialisation had taken place.
StepO (ZIO) was implemented as follows:
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(if (the components of ?s is ?c)
(?m is in class module)
(lisp (not (member ?m 7c)))
then in.new.world
(change.to (the components of ?s is (list.of ?m . 7c)))

)

and Solution (Zll) as:
(if (the supplies of ?s is ?sup)
(the components of ?s is 7c)
(the requires of 7s is 7req)
(lisp (system-p ?req ?sup 7c))
then
(change.to (the goal of 7s is solved)

Note the use of a predicate, written in Lisp, to capture the body of the System schema,
see appendix E.3.1.

This search was started and left for several minutes. KEE was then halted. The
solution systems were found using a query to KEE:
(query ' ( (the goal of 7s is solved) and
(the components of ?s is 7c)))

This resulted in an ungainly list of solution systems (KEE did not even pretty-print the
result). E.g. worked example 2 (appendix B.2.2):
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA

BB
BB
BB
BB
BB

DD
DD EE
DD EE SOL
DD SOL

etc.

All these systems required service A and supplied services B, C, D and E. As can be
seen, this naive implementation found solution systems that contained subsets that
were themselves solutions.
The Z specification was then refined. Each refinement was implemented in turn,
and the effect on the search discovered and checked. This allowed the implementation
in KEE to be kept under control and within comprehension. The refinements described
by Z12 to Z19 were implemented as follows.
Z12, to prevent search continuing from a solution-state a premise was added to
the StepO rule to form the Slept rule:
(if (the goal of 7s is search)
(the components of ?s is 7c)
(?m is in class module)
(lisp (not (member 7m ?c)))
then in.new.world
(change.to (the components of 7s is (list.of 7m . ?c)))

)

Thus the goal slot was used to restrict search: it was changed to solved in worlds
(states) which were solutions.

However, this was not sufficient to completely implement Z12: KEE would still
have found solution systems that were set equivalent. To prevent this, a complex
condition had to be added to the Slept rule premises:
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(?c new = (cons ?m ?c))
(for
(true . in.world
((the goal of ?s is solved) and
(the components of ?s is ?c_old)) ?w)
always
(lisp (not (subsetp ?c_old ?c new))))

This ensured that the new set of components was not a subset of the old. Problems
were encountered in the representation of this condition. The initial attempt said:
(?c_new = (cons ?m ?c))
(cant.find
(true.in.world
((the goal of ?s is solved) and
(the components of ?s is ?c_old)) ?w)
(lisp (not (subsetp ?c_old ?c_new))))

but it was not possible to wrap the cant. find operator around the true. in. world
one.
In order to implement Z13 to Z15 an eligible-modules slot was introduced
on the SYSTEM class. This had the valueclass restricted to a list. of MODULE (once
again, this should have been set. of).

A function was implemented in Lisp to construct the set of eligible—modules
during the initialisation Initl, Z14.
(defun eliglble_modules-f (comp requires)
(letbindings { (?em nil)
(?comp comp))
(loop .with.bindings (?m is in class module)
when (null (intersection (supplies-f ?m) requires))
(lisp (not (member ?m ?comp)))
do (setq ?em (cons ?m ?em)))
;; Return
?em) )

The eligible-modules slot was maintained by the Step! rule, to meet the spec
ification, Z15:
(If
(the eligible_modules of ?s is ?em)
(?m is in class module)
(lisp (member ?m ?em))
(not (lisp (member ?m ?c)))

(?new_em - (lisp (set-difference ?em (list ?m))))
(?c new = (lisp (cons ?m ?c)))

then
in .new.world
(change.to (the eligible_modules of ?s is ?new_em)
using no.rules)
(change.to (the components of ?s is ?c_new))))

The two heuristic specialisations to Step! were achieved by copying the Step! rule
and adding extra premises. For example HeuristicZ, Z16:
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(lisp
(not
(null
(Intersection
(requires-f ?m)
(set-difference
(set-difference
(the requires of ?s)
(union* (mapcar #'requires-f ?c)))
(union* (mapcar #'supplies-f ?c)))))))

Z18, the ordering of the heuristics, was defined by using rule weights: when
the rules are placed on the FC agenda, they can be ordered by rule weight. (The
Rulesystem was discussed in more detail in section 3.8.3.) No attempt was made to
implement the corollary to Heuristicl.
The complete rules are shown in appendix E.2
4.9.3 Discussion
The use of Z with the restricted subset of KEE's functions, proved to be a successful
way of developing the IKBS. This was helped by the adoption of a particular problem
solving strategy, namely a search through state space. Z was used within this strategy
to help specify the following:
• The state-variables, that is those variables or slots that were to vary between
states. N.B. It did not introduce the notion of a goal slot and said nothing about
how KEE's control operators were to be used.
• The constraints existing between state-variables were also expressible in Z.
• The initialisation of a state.
• The transition/steps between states.
• The definition of a solution state.
• Heuristics to guide search. This was done by providing more than one state
transition, and expressing the preference between these in English.
The KEE terms that corresponded to the above were:
• Slots took on the role of state-variables.
• A world was used to represent a state.
• Valueclass restrictions were used to express some of the typing constraints.
• Initialisation was carried out by a rule.
• The transitions/steps were also rules.
• Lisp was used to implement functions.
• Lisp was used to implement a predicate (system-p the body of the System
schema).
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• Identification of a solution state (or world) was done in a rule using the systemp predicate.
The experience gained from this experiment with Z suggests that the following
are suitable steps for implementing an IKBS in KEE:
1. Specify the problem in Z.
2. Specify a simple implementation of a naive approach to solving the problem. It
may take a couple of attempts to produce an elegant specification.
3. Refine the specification of the implementation into a more comprehensive solu
tion.
4. Implement the naive problem-solver.
5. Test and correct using a simple example.
6. Then refine that implementation, in accordance with the refined specification.
However, do not carry this out in one large step, do it piece by piece. Each
extension of the problem-solver being tested — ensuring that it is in fact an
improvement. Any problems that arise due to the extension can be corrected
immediately.
This incremental approach to implementing the problem-solver kept the IKBS
manageable and understandable. Because of the problem-solving strategy, the pro
grammer could see each refinement as reducing the search space or imposing a tighter
control on the order of that search. This constraining of the problem was a result of the
forward chaining approach adopted; the programmer had to limit the growth of the
search tree, reducing the potential paths that the search could take. This reduction was
achieved by adding further constraints to the premises of the transition/step rules.
The main problems, encountered with KEE, were related to controlling the for
ward chaining rules (this is probably not specific to KEE). The means by which control
was achieved were diverse and non-uniform. These included;
• The values of several global flags e g. verify rule premise.
• How the rule system was told to search, breadth-first or depth-first, etc. In order
to make the IKBS find single module solutions before multiple ones, it was nec
essary to ensure that verify rule premise was on and the initial assertion to the
system indicated a breadth-first search;
{assert '(

(ss is in class system) and
(the requires of ss is (a)) and
(the supplies of ss is (b c d e)) and
(the goal of ss is solve) )
'expertl
nil
';agenda-controller 'fc.breadth.first)
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• A goal slot was introduced, on the SYSTEM class, to allow extra control to be
maintained over the rules. Thus the rules contained an extra premise just to help
control them — "am I in the initialisation, search or check for a solution stage?".
This is obviously a cumbersome method of representing the stages of a reasoning
process.
• KEE's control operators were used to prevent assertions from causing su
perfluous forward chaining, eg. the conclusions of the stqj rules. The us
ing . no. rules operator, in combination with change. to, stopped KEE look
ing for further rules to fire due to this new data.
• The order in which the conclusions were asserted affected the order in which the
rules were executed. KEE provides two ways to assert conclusions, in order or
together (the latter removes the affect of the conclusions' order). To ensure that
state changes associated with a step rule were carried out before further chaining
occurred, one of two preventative measures were required:
- the rule type was such that conclusions were asserted together before further
forward chaining, or
- the assertions were ordered, and all but the last were asserted us
ing . no. rules. Thus only the last assertion would trigger further rules.
• There was no way of telling KEE that a particular fact, in a premise of a rule, was
not one that should cause the rule to be tickled. This provW a problem with the
Initl rule. It was necessary to use a LiSP function instead of a slot value. The
obvious way to express this was:
(the requires of ?s is ?req)
{?ms = (eligible_modules-f nil ?req))

but the following had to be used instead:
{?ms = (eligible_modules-f nil

(requires-f ?s)))

All in all the control information was scattered between too many different mech
anisms: goal slots; system flags; rule-ordering weights; the order of the rules in the
database; the order of the premises and conclusions; control operators; rule type {to
gether, in.new.world, etc.); where the rule controller looked for truth of premises and
where the assertions were made. All this is far too complex.

4.10 Summary
The important points to note from this chapter are:
1. Although the design problem chosen (Alfa) was simple, it was difficult to suc
cessfully implement a problem-solver in the hybrid AJ tool.
2. The integrity checking tool helped the user to check the internal consistency of
the data presented to the problem-solver as explicit knowledge.
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3. The object-oriented class hierarchy was an aid to the identification of abstractions
and thus to the modelling of the problem domain.
4. Early identification of the problem-solving strategy made the problem-solver
easier to implement.
5. The production rule system was complex and difficult to control; it was easy to
write rules that apparently captured the domain knowledge which, in practise,
failed to implement a problem-solver. These rules were not easily controlled or
extended.
6. The interaction of the different representation formalisms was difficult to under
stand and predict.
7. The use of formal specification was a tremendous help in clarifying the problem
and managing the hybrid AI tool's complexity.
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5.1 Future Work
The experiment using Z and a limited set of KEE's functionality appeared to be a
promising approach to implementing IKBSs in hybrid AI tools. Further attempts at
specifying both the Alfa problem and other problems, especially those that lend them
selves to state-based search, should lead to the development of an elegant style of using
Z for this combination of state-based search and hybrid AI tool.
Experience so far, suggests that it may be possible to identify a document template
for the use of Z in specifying problems involving state-based search. The specification
of the simplified Alfa problem approximately follows the structure below:
1. The problem is stated in English.
2. The problem is specified.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

The data types are identified.
The attributes of the data types are identified and access functions defined.
Constraints upon the data types are expressed.
The problem is specified in a single schema, identifying the inputs, outputs
and constraints between them.

3. The implementation is specified.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Inputs.
Outputs.
Identify state-variables: those that change with state.
Identify context-variables: those that remain constant with state change.
Initialisation of the state space.
Specify a simple transition in the state space: how to step from one state to
the next.
(g) Specify what constitutes a solution state.
4. The implementation is refined.
The transition is refined by adding preconditions to prune the search-space. It
may be necessary to introduce new state-variables to help guide search and thus
reduce the search-space.
5. The heuristics are expressed in the following manner:
(a) The single transition is refined into two or more different transitions.
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(b) Any heuristic, expressing a preference for one transition over another, is
stated in English.
(c) The conditions under which search terminates may be expressed as a theo
rem. This may be implemented later, as preconditions to the transitions, in
order to stop search. (This was never completed for the experiment reported
earlier.)
6. The Z is summarised.
Having completed the details of the above document, the programmer could im
plement the problem-solver using KEE's frames, rules and Lisp. Hopefully it would
be possible to identify a mapping from Z to KEE. If KEE proved not to supply all the
representation structures required, it might be necessary to use one of the other hybrid
AI tools or even build a specialised tool (in one of the hybrid AI tools. Lisp or Pro
log). This tool could be deigned specifically for implementing solutions to problems
amenable to the state-based search approach. It should then be easier to identify a
suitable mapping to aid implementation.
It is expected that Z would help the knowledge engineer or programmer crystalise
the details of the problem-solving strategy before implementation. The mapping, from
the structured document and Z, to KEE (or the tool) should make the implementation
easier. The programmer would also have more faith in the performance of the DOS.
He might also be able to prove certain properties, about the DOS, using the Z.

5.2 Conclusions
The experiments reported here with KEE and the experience with Sowa's conceptual
graphs, emphasise the need for the knowledge representation to have a well-defined
semantics: a structure in the knowledge representation should clearly have a single
meaning to the reader and writer of that structure. Similarly, the rules-of-inference
must also be well-defined and not rely on ad hoc procedures.
Experience has shown that the process of conceptual analysis, although critical
to the design of an DOS, can consume an inordinate amount of time. The use of
some form of class hierarchy, as found in KEE's frames, helps the programmer form
abstractions of the real world. The abstractions hiding extraneous details thus allowing
him to cope with some of the problem's complexity.
The experiments, presented here, have used two problem-solving strategies,
namely generate and test and state-based search. It has been found that the IKBS is easier
to implement when the programmer has a clear idea of the problem-solving strategy
in mind. He is then better disposed to identify how the problem in question transfers
into his problem-solving strategy.
KEE is a typical example of some of the hybrid AI tools currently available com
mercially and one with which I had had several months previous experience. Its hy
brid nature, although appearing to give the benefit of many different programming
paradigms, was in fact a hindrance to the successful implementation of an IKBS. The
task of learning the semantics and peculiarities of each paradigm individually was
difficult enough, but when the paradigms interacted with each other in such compli
cated fashions, it became too much for all but the most dedicated user ("guru") to
fully comprehend. Future AI tools should take measures to keep the semantics of each
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paradigm as simple as possible, ensuring that the semantics of all the paradigms are
unified in some fashion.
KEE's complexity was finally tamed by using a reduced set of its functionality
and specifying as much of the problem as possible in Z. Future work in this area, as
described above, should lead to a methodology that would help to control such large
tools.
The work, presented here, suggests that care should be taken to select the correct
AI tool for the application: KEE is one of several complex tools that, although pow
erful, may not result in a successful application unless programmed by a very expe
rienced user; less complex AI tools may provide adequate computing power, to solve
the particular problem, without the overheads associated with learning a complex
programming environment. The majority of the problems with KEE stemmed from
its production rule system, emphasising: the need for a better means of representing
control knowledge; and that the production rules are by no means as extendable as
software companies would suggest.
As DOBS systems become more widely used for complex tasks, they will undoubt
edly be called upon to have a reliable performance. This work suggests that, as with
any other kinds of computer software, care should be taken in the design, implemen
tation and testing of the application. An increase in the use of formal specification in
the EKBSs design and implementation should provide more confidence in their perfor
mance.

A Conceptual Graphs
A.l Introduction
Knowledge representation is one of the most fundamental areas of research in Artificial
Intelligence today. One appealing approach to this is to try and capture the associations
between ideas. This led Quillian to form his theory of semantic networks [Quillian
1966]. Work started in the late 70s to give the concepts, in these networks, more
meaning/structure. Minsky's frames can be thought of in this light [Minsky 1975].
This led to formalisms which Brachman has called "Structured Inheritance Networks"
[Brachman & Schmolze 1985]. (The distinctive feature of these approaches, is that
the description of the type's meaning is kept separate from the assertions made about
individual entities of that type).
Sowa's Conceptual Graphs is one such formalism [Sowa 1984]. ’

A.2 Conceptual Graph Theory
A.2.1 The Philosophy Behind the Formalism
In his book [Sowa 1984], Sowa presents psychological and philosophical arguments
for his approach to knowledge representation. These arguments aside, he had another
good reason for developing his notation: since Quillian's work there had been a pro
liferation of different graph based notations, with each researcher tackling a particular
aspect of the knowledge representation (KR) problem. Sowa tried to unify the best
features of these different individual formalisms to give a single notation in which to
address those aspects of KR. He thus hoped to provide a framework for different areas
of research, centered around a common notation for the communication of results.
The best way to get an overview of the formalism is to take a leaf out of Brachman's
book and consider the knowledge representation language in two parts. The first is a
descriptional part: this is how the concept types and relation types acquire their meaning.
This meaning is gained via several definitional mechanisms in terms of other concept
and relation types. The second is an assertional park this is where assertions are
made about particular individual concepts and their relationships to one another. For
simplicity, it can be thought of as a collection of believed facts about typed individuals.
The next question is how to carry out inference? Sowa develops a system based
upon Peirce's Existential Graphs [Roberts 1973]. The inference is carried out by ma
nipulating the assertional graphs.
^The first publication about Conceptual Graphs was in Sowa 1976 although there is an unpublished
paper Sowa 1968.
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AJ..2 Assertional Part — Concepts, Relations and Logic

For simplicity, the linear notation for the graphs will be used rather than the 2 dimen
sional pictorial notation. This means that variables will have to be introduced if the
graph is cyclic, whereas the pictorial notation would have shown the cycles directly.
A concept consists of two parts: the typefield and the referent. The typefield indi
cates the concept type of the individual. The referent indicates which particular indi
vidual the concept is referring to — there is a unique individual marker associated with
each individual e.g. #007. Consideran example of an md/wdua/concept, "the block#!":
[BLOCKS; #1]
This says that there is an individual #1, of type BLOCKS. In attempting to clarify
the meaning of the graphs, Sowa developed an operator that would transform sim
ple graphs into First Order Logic (FOL). The typefield becomes a predicate and the
individual marker a constant. In this case:
blocksittl)
If one wanted to represent "a block", a generic concept would be used:
[BLOCKS. *1
where * is called the generic referent (this is the default if no individual marker is
present). This generic referent maps onto a variable in FOL:
3x blocksix)
Note the implicit existential operator.
Relations show the relationships that hold between individual concepts. The
relations are also 'typed'. They become two-placed predicates in FOL.
Consider some example graphs:
• "Block #1 is on a table"
[BLOCKS; #1]

(ON) ^ [TABLES; *]

3xiblocks{#\) A tablesix) A on(#l, x))
# "Block #1 is on table #100"
[BLOCKS; #1] ^ (ON) ^ [TABLES; #T00]
Noc]b(#1) A hz6ks(#100) A 0M(#1, #100)
A.2.3 Descriptional Part — Concept and Relation Types
Sowa emphasises the meaning of concept types over relations, in both cases the 'pro
grammer' or 'user' of the system must clearly understand that meaning.
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AJt.3.1 Concept Types
To understand the meaning of a concept it is necessary to draw the distinction between
the intension and extension of a concept type. The intension of a concept refers to the
essence of that concept—how it is defined, what does it mean to be an individual of that
type. The extension refers to the set of individuals that are of that type. For example,
the intension of a block may be that "it has 6 faces, is coloured red, and has to be on
top of another physical object". Whereas, in a particular domain there may only be
two blocks under consideration, block #1 and block #2. Individuals #1 and #2 form
the extension of the concept. From this, it is known that block #1 will have 6 faces, be
coloured red and will be on top of something else.
When a domain is modelled the concept types must be given intensions; Sowa
provides several ways for a concept to acquire substance from a collection of other
concepts — each is a form of abstraction:
Definition A concept is defined in terms of another conceptual graph. This provides
both necessary and sufficient conditions for a concept to be of this type. E.g.
tyipe FEDf^STlRT/lh/ Or) is
[PERSON;.%] ^ (XCNT) ^ [WAUC

^ (EOO ^ [STREET *].

Necessary means, that if there is an individual of type PEDESTRIAN, then that
individual must both be of type PERSON and be walking in a street. Sufficient
means, that if there is an individual PERSON that is walking in a street, then that
individual must be of type PEDESTRIAN.
Canonical Graph This is similar to the defining graph, except it only provides neces
sary and not sufficient conditions.
e.g. Canonical graph for PEDESTRIAN:
[PEDESTRIAN; #] ^ (AGNT) ^ [WAER; *] ^ (LOO

[STREET; *].

So, "if there is an individual of type PEDESTRIAN, that individual must be the
agent of a WALK (or subtype thereof) and in a STREET (or subtype thereof)."
Subtype is discussed below.
Schema These express a perspective on how a concept type may relate to others. A
collection of schema for one concept forms a schematic cluster. For example, one
schema for a SCREW-DRIVER will express its use 'to screw screws into things'.
Another might express its use 'as a hammer'.
Prototypes These show the form of a typical individual. They specify defaults that
are true of a typical case — they may not be true of any specific case.
Aggregation These are used to define a composite individual by specialising concepts in
the definition graph of a type. A composite individual consists of other individ
ual concepts. For example, consider the definition of CIRCUS-ELEPHANT and
then the composite individual CIRCUS-ELEPHANT:Jumbo.
type CIRCUS-ELEPHANT (i) is
[ELEPHANT

- (ACNT) ^ [PERFORM] ^ (LOO ^ [CIRCUS].
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individual ORCUS-ELEPHANT(/um6o) la
[EjL!;PfjyllVTi;w)T,6o] C/lC:Ani t-- [jPELRJFOfLAd; {#} ] -(!(](:) -* [CILRCIJS. fk!niu?M6 fkufey].
Another powerful device is to organise the types into a lattice using the subtype
relation, <, (inverse is supertype). For example, PEDESTRIAN < PERSON, says that
"the type PEDESTRIAN is a subtype of the type PERSON". From this it can be inferred
that if an individual conforms to die type PEDESTRIAN, it also conforms to the type
PERSON. It should be noted that this inference does not work in the other direction
and that the relation is not a subset relation. (A type T1 and a referent R1 are said to
conform if R1 has appeared as a referent of TI or a subtype of Tl.)
Two types may have common subtypes, in which case it is possible to define the
maximum common subtype (denoted by n), e g. CAT n PET is PETjCAT. Similarly one
can define the minimum common supertype, e.g. CAT U DOG is ANIMAL Care should
be taken not to confuse these symbols with those of set-union and set-intersection.
For some pairs of concept types there is no obvious maximum common subtype or
minimum common supertype, e.g. CAT n JUSTICE, thus two special concept types are
introduced. The universal type (top T) which is a supertype of all other types and the
absurd type (bottom 1) which is a subtype of all the other types. Now CAT n JUSTICE
is defined as the absurd type.
These mechanisms aU contribute to the concept types intension. A 'user' may wish
to query the system about these definitions, e.g "Where does a pedestrian walk?".
When a graph is loaded as an assertion, the system gains knowledge about the
extension of concept types. It is this extension that allows the system to answer ques
tions about the current state of the domain being modelled, e.g. "How many blocks
are there?", "How many physicaLobjects are there?". Thus any implementation must
take care of recording this information.
AJ2.3JI Relation Types
As indicated earlier, Sowa is a bit weak when it comes to describing the intension of a
relation. Once again he allows relations to be defined in terms of other relations, these
definitions again provide necessary and sufficient conditions, for example:
relation AGNTix,y) is
lvl(:T

4- (ZjOSfiO +- [/lOf-A/T;(UTVK)

[/Ih/fAdbATE;

Sowa gives a list of relation types in an appendix [Sowa 1984]. For each type
he gives the maximal types that may be linked to the arcs of the relation, an informal
comment about the use of the relation and an example of the relation in a conceptual
graph. For example,
agenL (ACNT) links [ACT] to [ANIMATE], where the [ANIMATE] concept
represents the actor of the action. Example: Eve bit an apple.
[PERSON; Eoe] ^ (ACNT) ^ [BITE; *] ^ (OB/)

[APPLE; *].
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This hand-waving description of a relation is one of the more blatant examples of
why Sowa's theory of conceptual graphs is incomplete: the idea of a relation is intuitive
and appealing but not sufficiently formalised to allow implementation.
Another piece of a relation's intension, is the number of individuals that can par
take in the relationship. Sowa gives no way of providing this information. Brachman & Schmolze 1985, provide type restrictions, on a relationship, by what they call
"Value Restrictions" and the limit on the number of individuals involved is provided
by "Number Restrictions".

A.3 Conclusion
Sowa says that the mechanisms, described above, all contribute towards a concept
type's intension. However, despite his discussion of model theory and inference basW
upon Peirce's graphs, he does not provide a unified theory of how these mechanisms
should be used in an implementation.

B Problems
B.l rheBLodcsiVorLd
The Blocks World is a classic toy problem that has received much attention throughout
the history of AI. It is referred to as a toy problem because it is a simplified version of
a problem that might occur in the real world. AI researchers hoped that they could
use their understanding of the toy problems to help solve larger real problems. Terry
Winograd was the first person to look at the Blocks World problem during his research
into computer understanding of natural language [Winograd 1972]. The problem
became so popular that it now appears in most standard AI text books, e g. Chamiak
& McDermott 1%5.
The Blocks World domain is one in which a robot arm moves blocks around a table
top, see figure B.l. It is usual to view this as a plan formation problem: the computer
system being responsible for producing the plan of actions which the robot arm must
carry out.
The problem solver would typically be given explicit knowledge of:
• The blocks' colours, shape and size.
• The size of the table top.
• The initial location of the blocks on and above the table.
• The legal movements of the blocks e.g. the robot arm can only put a block on top
of another block if neither have any other blocks upon them. (This knowledge
captures the physics of the problem domain.)
A typical goal, which might be given to the problem solver, would be to:
Put block A on block B.

D

6

B
Figure B.l: The Blocks World.
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Looking at figure B.l, we see that this is only possible if the problem solver first
removes blocks D and C from above A. Thus a solution plan for this problem will
contain actions that clear D and C from A, placing them somewhere on the table (other
than on B!).

B.2 The Alfa Design Problem
B.2.1 Worked Example 1
The following is an example taken by kind permission from Henderson & Warboys
1989a.
Consider how we communicate with the Unix shell using a terminal. The com
ponents involved are a workstation Ubox and the sheU itself Ushell. The workstation
supplies the Unix application interface mi and a serial connection rs232, it requires to
be connected to a terminal, a service we refer to as connect. The shell requires the Unix
application interface and supplies the Unix commands uc.

uc

uai
rs232
Ubox
connect
Fig B.2: Unix.
Unix =
Ubox =
Ushell =

structure Ubox, Ushell hides uai
unit requires connect supplies uai, rs232
unit requires uai supplies uc

The terminal TM, when supplied with rs232 provides a particular screen service
yflOO and the connect required by Unix.
juc

vUOO
rs232

Unix

TM
connect

Rg B.3: Uiux-TM.
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Unix-TM
TM

=
=

structure Unix, TM hides rs232, connect
unit requires rs232 supplies connect, vtlOO

Kermit is a program which, when run on a PC, provides among other things VTIOO
emulation. We assume the PC provides an application interface pcai and the same
combination of rs232 and connect as a workstation. Kermit requires the pcai and also
connect before it can supply i;fl00.

vUOO
connect' PCKermit
pcai
rs232
PC
connect
Fig B.4: pseudoTM.
pseud oTM =
PC =
PCKermit =

structure PC, PCKermit hides pcai
unit requires connect supplies rs232, pcai
unit requires pcai, connect supplies vtKX)

To connect the pseudoTM to Unix we must introduce a crossover Xaver, which given
the service rs232 supplies connect.

uc

VtlOO
rs232

Unix

rs232
pseudoTM

Xover
connect

connect

FigB.5: Unix-pseudoTM.
Unix-pseudoTM
Xover

=
=

structure Unix, Xover, pseudoTM hides connect, rs232
unit requires rs232 supplies connect

We also use Kermit for file transfer. This is done by putting a Unix based version
of Kermit into server mode, in communication with the PC based Kermit, which is
in client mode. We describe this structure in two layers. First we connect the two
machines.
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FigB.6: layerl.
layerl

=

structure Ubox, Xover, PC hides rs232

The second layer requires us to name some of the services provided by the Kermit
file transfer protocol. We introduce a version of Kermit which runs on the Unix ma
chine, call it Kserver and which provides the server part of the protocol which we call
Kspro. In client mode, Kermit runs on the PC providing the client half of the protocol
which we call Kqjro. We join these two protocol halves by an abstract component K
which, given these two halves supplies the whole protocol Kpro.

FigB.7: layerZ
layerl
Kserver
K
Kclient

= structure Kserver, K, Kclient hides Kspro, Kcpro, Kpro
= unit requires uai, Kpro supplies Kspro
= unit requires connect, Kspro, Kcpro supplies Kpro, file transfer
= unit requires pcai, Kpro supplies Kcpro

Finally we assemble the two layers.

Rg B.8: U-PC-FT.
U-PC-FT =

structure layerl, layerl hides uai, pcai, connect
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B.2.2 Worked Example 2
This was a simple test example containing 6 SERVICES, A, B, C, D, E and F, and 6
MODULES, AA, BB, CC, DD, EE and SOL.

AA =
BB =
CC =
DD =
EE =
SOL =

unit requires A, D supplies B
unit requires B supplies C, D, E
unit supplies A, B
unit requires A supplies B
unit requires B supplies C
unit requires A supplies B, C, D, E

The desired system should require service A and supply services B, C, D and E.
The single module, SOL, was a solution to the problem. Other solution systems include
a composition of AA and BB, and a composition of BB and DD.

C Lisp Problem Solver
; Expert System

; 11/7/89
; This is the lisp solution to an expert system approach to
; satisfying the specification of an alfa structure.
; It will only work in conjunction with KEE.
(in-package 'kee)
(defun unit* (1)
(cond ( (null 1) nil)
(t (cons (unit.name (car 1))

(unit*

(cdr 1))))))

(defun construct-structure (structure)
(initialise structure)
(let* { (initial-state (list structure nil nil
(get.value structure 'supplies)
(get.value structure 'requires)) )
(firSt-states-1 (extend-search-of-states initial-state nil))
(letbindings ( (7s structure)
{?components
;;
(mapcar *'unit*
(find-solutions first-states-1 nil)

;;

)

)
))

;;

(assert '(the possible_components of ?s is ?components))

(defun initialise (s)
(assert nil 'module.imp.rules)
(put.value s 'cannot-contain
(unit* (cannot-contain-

s))))

;; A module that supplies a service that the specification of the
;; structure requires, cannot be in the construction of the structure.
;; Calculate this set, record it, and use it later to reduce search space
(defun cannot-contain-f (structure)
(let ( (requires-spec (get.value structure 'requires))
(c-1
(unit.descendants 'module 'member))
(cannot-contain-rec c-1 requires-spec)))

)

(defun cannoc-contain-rec (c-1 requires-spec)
(cond ( (null c-1) nil)
( t (append (cannot-contain-do (car c-1) requires-spec)
(cannot-contain-rec (cdr c-1) requires-spec)))))
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(defun cannot-contain-do (c requires-spec)
(let ( (c-req (get.value c 'supplies)) )
(cond ( (not (null (intersection c-req requires-spec)))
(t nil))))

(list c))

•; Each structure will have a specification.
This takes the form of a list of services on its supplies and requires
; slots. For the purposes of discussion:
3pec_suppiies
spec requires

=
=

(get.value structure 'supplies)
(get.value structure 'requires)

;; All modules will have been specified correctly.
They will also have services recorded in supplies an requires slots.
They also have supplies.imp and requires.imp slots.

:; These correspond to the actual services supplied and required by the
;; module. By definition these are equal to the supplies and requires spec.
:; The module.imp.rules are assumed to have been triggered during the
:; initialisation routine. They simply transfer the spec of modules
to the inferred .imp slots.

:; The data structure is introduced to help make the functions clearer.
•; Each partial solution can have a number of implied properties:
total_supplies
=

the services the construction would supply
union of the services supplied by the modules
in the structure

=

the services the construction would require
union of the services required by the modules
in the structure

total_requlres

any services that appear in total_supplies
total-spec_supplies

= total_supplles - spec_supplies

total-spec_requires

= total_requires - spec_requires

spec-total_supplies

= spec_supplies - total_supplies

spec-total_requires

= spec_requires - total_requires

The outstanding supplies services that were specified of the
structure cna be seen to be
= spec-total_supplies
The outstanding requires services that were specified of the
structure can be seen to be
= spec-total_requires
The internally needed services of the partial solution
can be seen to be
= total-spec_requires
Thus, the serivces that are still needed of this partial solution
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are
need_to_supply
need_to_require

= spec-t:otal_3upplies 0 total-spec_requires
= spec-coral requires

The data structure is called a state. There is one state for each
partial solution.
It takes the form:
state = (structure possible-solution total-spec_requires

3pec-total_supplies spec-total_requires
total-3pec_supplies)

;; Turn a possible solution into a state.
(defun result-of-possible-solution (structure possible-solution)
(let*
( (total
(semantics-of-sup&req-f possible-solution))
(total_supplies
(car total))
(total_requires
(cadr total))
(total-spec_requires
(set-difference total_requires
(get.value structure 'requires)))
(spec-total_supplies
(set-difference (get.value structure 'supplies)
total_supplies))
(spec-total_requires
(set-difference (get.value structure 'requires)
total_requires))
(tota1-specsupplies
(set-difference total_supplles
(get.value structure 'supplies))))
(list structure possible-solution total-spec_requires
spec-totaIsupplies spec-total_requires total-spec_supplies)))

;; I use one function to contain the semantics of the supplies and requires
;; slots when a structure is combined.
(defun semantics-of-sup&req-f (possible-solution)
(cond ( (null possible-solution) (list nil nil))
( t
(let* ( (supplies (my-union
(mapcar #'(lambda (c) (get.value c 'supplies.imp))
possible-solution)))
(requires (set-difference
(my-union
(mapcar #'(lambda (c) (get.value c 'requires.imp))
possible-solution))
supplies)) )
(list supplies requires)))))

;; Test if state is a solution or not.

(defun is-State-a-solution (state sol&hidden)
(let ( (possible-solution (cadr state))
(tota1-spec requires (caddr state))
(spec-total_supplies (caddr (cdr state)))
(spec-total_requires
(caddr (cddr state)))
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;;

(total-spec_supplies (caddr {cddr (cdr state))))
(solutions (mapcar #'car solshidden)) )
(and (not (member possible-solution solutions :test #'my-set-equal))
(null total-spec_requires)
; reqs no more than specified
(null Cotal-spec_supplies)
; sups no more than specified
(null spec-total_requires)
; reqs no less than spec
(null spec-total_3upplies))))
; sups no less than spec

(defun hidden-servlces-f (state)
(let ( (total-spec_supplies (caddr (cddr (cdr state))))
;; RETURN
total-spec_supplies) )

)

;; Given a set of partial states,
;; check them for and collect solutions,
;; expanding search in a breadth first fashion as it goes.
(defun find-solutions (partiai-states-1 solutions)
(cond ( (null partial-states-1)
;;
(print "Solutions are ")
;;
(print solutions)
solutions)
( t
(apply #'find-solutions
(find-solutions-do (car partial-states-1)
(cdr partial-states-1)
solutions)>)))
(defun find-solutions-do (state rest-of-states solutions)
(let ( (possible-solution (cadr state)) )
(cond ( (is-state-a-solution state solutions)
(print "found solution")
(print (unit* possible-solution))
(print "hidden-services")
(print (unit* (hidden-services-f state)))
(list rest-of-states
(cons (list possible-solution (hidden-services-f state):
solutions)) )
{ t (list (extend-search-of-states state rest-of-states)
solutions)))))
;; It Is in this function that I could ask user if he needs any more,
;; solutions or not.
;; The search strategy could also be changed.
;; Here I use breadth first.
(defun extend-search-of-states
(let* ( (structure
(possible-solution
(total-spec_requires
(spec-total_supplies
{spec-total_requires
(need_to_supply

(state rest-of-states)
(car state))
(cadr state))
internally-needed
(caddr state))
;
outstanding-supplies
(caddr (cdr state))) ;
outstanding-requires
(caddr (cddr state)));
(union spec-total_supplies
cotal-spec_requires))
spec-total_requires) )

(need_to__require
(append rest-of-states
(maocar
(lambda (poss-sol)
(result-of-possible-solution structure poss-sol))
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(extend-partial-solution structure possible-solution
need to supply need_to_require)))))

;; Extend partial solution in all ways possible.
(defun extend-partial-solution

(structure partial-solution
need_to_supply need_to_require)

(generate-possible-solutions
partial-solution
(generate-possible-components structure
partial-solution
need_to_supply
need_to_require)))
(defun generate-possible-solutions (partial-solution possible-components)
(cond ( (null possible-components) nil)
( t (remove-duplicates
(mapcar #'(lambda (c) (cons c partial-solution))
possible-components) :test #'my-set-equal))))

(defun generate-possible-components
(structure partial-solution need_to_supply need_to_require)
(cond ( (not (null need_to_require))
(gen-poss-comps-using-req structure partial-solution
need_to_require) )
( t
(gen-poss-comps-using-sup structure partial-solution
need_to_supply))))
(defun gen-poss-comps-using-req (structure partial-solution need_to_require)
(let ( (c-1
(set-difference
(unit.descendants 'module 'member)
(union partial-solution
(get.value structure 'cannot_contain)))))
(cond ( (null c-1) nil)
( t (find-possibles-r c-1 need to require)))))

(defun find-possibles-r (c-1 need_to_require)
(cond ( (null c-1) nil)
{ t
(append
{find-possibles-r-do (car c-1) need_to_requlre)
(find-possibles-r (cdr c-1) needto require)))))
(defun find-possibles-r-do (c need_to_requlre)
(let ( (c-req
(get.value c 'requires.imp)) )
(cond ( (not (null (intersection c-req need_to_require)))
( t nil))))

(list c))

;; Similarly for supplies
(defun gen-poss-comps-using-sup (structure partial-solution need_to_supply)
(let ( (c-1
(set-difference
(unit.descendants 'module 'member)
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(union partial-solution
(get.value structure 'cannot_contain)))))
(cond ( (null c-1) nil)
( t (find-possibles-s c-1 need_to_supply)))))

(defun find-possibles-s (c-1 need_to_supply>
(cond ( (null c-1) nil)
( t
(append
(find-possibles-s-do (car c-1) need_to_3upply)
(find-possibles-s (cdr c-1) need to supply)))))
(defun find-possibles-s-do (c need_to_supply)
(let ( (c-sup
(get.value c 'supplies.imp)) )
(cond { (not (null (intersection c-sup need_to_supply)))
( k nil))))

(list c))

The information concerning known modules, structures and systems is entered as a
file, which must be consulted from within Prolog, before trying to solve a problem.
- dynamic structure/3.
- dynamic module/3.
- dynamic syst/5.
structure(unix, [ubox,ushell], [uai]) .
module{ubox, [connect], [uai,rs232]) .
module(ushell, [uai ] , [uc]) .
structure(unix_tm, [unix,tm], [rs232,connect]) .
module(tm, [rs232) , [connect,vtlOO]) .
structure (pseudot.m, [pc, pckermit ], [pcai] ) .
module(pc,[connect],[rs232,pcai]).
module(pckermit,[pcai,connect] , [vtlOO]) .
structure(unix_pseudotm, [unix, xover,pseudotm], [connect,rs232]) .
module(xover,[rs232], [connect]) .
structure(layer1, [ubox,xover,pc], [rs232]) .
structure (layer2, [kserver,k,kcllent], [kspro,kcpro,kpro]).
module(kserver, [uai,kpro], [kspro]) .
module(k,[connect,kspro,kcpro],[kpro,file_transfer]).
module(kclient, [pcai,kpro], [kcpro]) .
structure{u_pc_ft, [layer1,layer2], [uai,pcai,connect]) .

The following shows queries for details of different modules, structures and sys
tems present in the KB. The problem is then posed as a goal for Prolog to solve.
I

?- module(N,R,S) .

N = ubox,
R - [connect],
S = [uai,rs232] ;

I

?- structure (N,C, H) .

N = Unix,
C = [ubox,ushell],
.4 = [uai] ;

2- syst(N,R,S,C,H) .

?- system(Unix,R,S,C,H)
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R
S
C
H

=
=
=
=

[connect],
[rs232,uc],
tubox,ushell],
[uai]

I

?- system(unix_tm,a,S,C,H) .

S = [vtlOO,uc],
C = [Unix,tm],
H = [rs232,connect]
I

?- construct_system(Unix,[connect],[uc,rs232],C,H).

C - [ubox, ushell ] ,
H = [uai] ;
C = [ubox,unix_tm),
H = [uai,VtlOO] ;
C - [ubox,unix_pseudotm],
H = [uai,VtlOO] ;
C = (pseudotm,unix_tm],
H - [VtlOO] ;
C = [pseudotm,unix_pseudotm],
H = [vtlOO] ;
C = [pc,unix_tm],
H = [pcai,VtlOO] ;
C = [pc,unix_pseudotm],
H = [pcai,VtlOO] ;
Prolog interruption (h for help)? a
[ Execution aborted ]

The search for further solutions was stopped after 20 minutes (real time) had
elapsed. The first solution was found relatively quickly though (about 5 seconds) and
is the simplest correct solution.

E Z Specification
E.l The Simplified Problem
E.l.l Statement of Problem
Given a set of modules, generate a system, composed of a set of modules, that meets a
given specification of services supplied, Sspec, and required, Rspec. Each module supplies
a set of services, S, and requires a set of services, R. The semantics of composition of
modules is as follows:
Given a set of modules, C, the supplied services, St, are given by:
Sf

—

UocercS

and the required services, Rt, given by:
Rt — Uover cR ~ Sf
Each module can only be used once in the composition of a system. The con
structed system must supply and require exactly those services specified Sspec and
Rspec.
E.1.2 Specification of Problem
There are two basic types, a set of modules and a set of service: [MODULE] and Z1
[SERyiCE].
Supplied and required services are functions of MODULE:
Z2
Z3
{MMpyffies :lVfC)DlfLl: P!)EjRl/7C:E
raywira;: MODULE ^ P SEl^WCE
There is one integrity constraint that must be met by any set of data presented as
a problem:
Z4
A module cannot both supply and require the same service.
Vm : MODULE • suppliesim) n requiresim) = {}
The problem is stated: the aim is to construct a system composed of modules to Z5
meet specified constraints on the supplied and required services of that composition.
. System .......................................... ..................................................... ........
s?, r? : P SEKl/fCE
c!: P MODULE
s? n r? = {}
usupplies^cl^ = s?
Uirequires^ci^) - s? = r?
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E.1.3 Specification of Implementation
Input specified supplied and required services of the goal system, checking integrity.

Z6

. Inputs -------------------------------------------------------------------------------s?,r?: PSEWfCE
s?nr?={}
The problem-solver will attempt to find a solution by searching through a state Z7
space of partial-solutions. SearchO describes states in that state space.
.SearchO____ ________ ______________________________________
Inputs
c: P MODULE
The goal system does not change during the search:

Z8

ASearchO-----------------------------------------------rr = r?
All searches start from an initial state in the state space, in which the components Z9
in the partial solution are nil
.InfM)______________________________________________________
Searchiy
C = {}

A naive approach to searching the state space would be to select a module, which ZIO
is not already in the components of the system, and add it to the components.
.StepO—____________________________________________________
ASearchO
3m : MODULE •m^cAc' = cU {m}
Goal states in the search-space are those for which the components meet the con- Zll
straints of being a system given the specified supplied and required services. These
are solution states.
.Solution.
SearchO^
System[ct/c'.,s7i/s7, r?i/r?|
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E.1.4 Refining the Implementation
Refine StepO: Search does not continue once a solution-state has been reached. Add a Z12
pre-condition to StepO.
.Step!--------------------------------------------------------------------------------ASearcM);
So/w#jo«[c2/C],s?2/s?i, r?2/r?i]

3m : MODULE • m ^ Ci h di - Ci^J {m}
Modules are only eligible for addition to components if they are not already in Z13
components and do not supply services required by the goal system.
.Searchl......................................................... ................................ ....
SearchO
eligible-modules : P MODULE
eligible-modules n c = {}
Refine MU:

Z14

SearchV
d' = {}

eligible-modules' = {em : MODULE | suppliesiem) Dr?' = {}}
Refine StepV.

Z15

.Step2----ASearc/il2
Solution[c2/Cr,s72/s7i, r?2/r?J
3m :MODULE.
m = pieligibk-modules'2 - eligible-modules2) a m = fj.{d2 - Ca)
Step! can be implemented in 2 ways, capturing different ways of guiding the
search through the state space:
1. m is chosen because it requires services that the goal system is specified to re- Z16
quire.
-Heuristic!...........................................................................................
requiresim) n ((r? - Urequiresl\c2^) - Usupplies^C2l) i- {}
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2. m is chosen because it supplies services that the the goal system is specified to Z17
supply.
.Heuristic3______________________________________________
Step!
supplksim) n (s? - usupplies^ci^)

4

{}

3. Heuristic 1: Always try to extend search by Heuristic! before resorting to Z18
Heuristics.
4. Corollary to Heuristic 1: If the outstanding required services, of the goal system, Z19
is not nU, and Heuristic! does not suggest a suitable module to add to the partial
solution, then it is not possible to construct a system to meet the specification
which contains this partial solution.
I- Vs?, r?,: P SERVICE; c : PMODULE #
: MODULE . HEURfSTlC2[cu
A (r? - uref^wires#
=>
^Cx : P MODULE • (cj D c A Solutionlcx/c]).

{}))

E.1.5 Summary of Z — by Expanding Schema
The problem:

Z20

. System_______________________________
s?, r? : P SERVICE
d: P MODULE
s? n r? = {}
Usupplies^l^ = s?
Uirequires^cl^) - s? = r?
A state in state space:
-Search!_________
s?, r? : P SERVICE
c: P MODULE
eligible-modules : P MODULE
s? n r? = {}
eligible-modules fi c = {}

Z21
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The initial state in state space, from which to search, is set up:

Z22

s?', r?': P SERl/fCE
c': P MODULE
eligible-modules': P MODULE
s?' n r?' = {}
eligible-modules' n c' = {}
= {}

eligible-modules' - {em : MODULE \ suppliesiem) n rT = {}}
A solution state is defined as:

Z23

. Solution_______________
s?i, r?i : P SEf^yZCE
Cl : P MODULE
eligible-modules : P MODULE
s?i

n r?i = {}

eligible-modules HC] = {}
Sysfemfci/c!,s?i/s?, r?i/r?]
Z24

A search step is defined by:
- Step!-----------------------s?,r?,sy,r?':PSERyfCE

cyzP MODULE
eligible-modules, eligible-modules': P MODULE
s? n r? = {}
s?' = s?
r?' = r?
eligible-modules n c = {}
eligible-modules' n d = {}
Solutionlc/cx,s?/s?i, r?/r?i]
3m: MODULE#
m - fiieligibk-modules' - eligible-modules)

A

m = pid - c)
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The heuristics for search are:
.Heuristic!.
sT.rT.sy.r?': PSERl/fCE
cy : P MODULE
eligihlejnodules, eligible-modules': P MODULE
s? n r? = {}

^r = s?
rr = r?
eligible-modules n c = {}
eligible-modules' (!</ = {}
Solution[c/Cx,sljsl-i, r?/r?i]
3m: MODULE#
m - fiieligiblemtodules' - eligible-modules) Am - nid

0

requiresim) n {(r? - Urecjuires^cl) - Usupplies^c^) ^ {}
Z26
.Heuristics-------------------------------------

sT.rT.sT'.r?': PSEWfCE
cy : P MODULE
eligible-modules, eligible-modules': P MODULE
s?nr?={}
=s?

r?' = r?
eligible-modules n c = {}
eligible-modules' n c' = {}
Solution[c/cx,s?/s7x, r?/r?J
3m [MODULE#
m = pieligibk-moduled - eligible-modules) Am = p(d - c)
suppliesim) n (s? - usupplies^c^) ^ {}
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E.2 Rules
{initl
(if (the goal of ?s is solve)
(find.any (?s is in class system))
{?ms - (lisp (eligibie_modules-f nil (requires-f ?s))))
then
in.new.world
(add (the components of ?s is nil) using no.rules)
(add (the eligible_modules of ?s is ?ms) using no.rules)
(change.to (the goal of ?s is search))))
{heuristic2
(if (the goal of ?s is search)
(the components of ?s is ?c)
(the eligible_modules of ?s is ?em)
(?m is in class module)
(lisp (member ?m ?em))
(not (lisp (member ?m ?c)))
(lisp
(not
(null
(intersection
(requires-f ?m)
(set-difference
(set-difference
(the requires of ?s)
(union* (mapcar #'requires-f ?c)))
(union* (mapcar #'supplies-f ?c)) )))))
(lisp (set-difference ?em (list ?m)
(?new_em
(lisp (cons ?m ?c)))
(?c new
(for
(true. in.world
( (the goal of ?s is solved) and
(the components of ?s is ?c_oid)) ?w)
always
(lisp (not (subsetp ?c_old ?c_new))))
then
in.new.world
(change.to (the eligible_modules of ?s is ?new_em)
using no.rules)
(change, to (the components of ?s is ?c_new))))
(heuristics
(if (the goal of ?s is search)
(the components of ?s is ?c)
(the eligible_modules of ?s is ?em)
(?m is in class module)
(lisp (member ?m ?em))
(not (lisp (member ?m ?c)))
(lisp
(not
(null
(intersection
(supplies-f ?m)
(set-difference
(the supplies of 7s)
(union* (mapcar *'supplies-f ?c)))))))
(?new_em = (lisp (set-difference ?em (list ?m))))
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(?c_new = (lisp (cons ?m ?c)))
(for
(true.in.world
( (the goal of ?s is solved) and
(the components of 7s is ?c_old)) ?w)
always
(lisp (not (subsetp ?c_old ?c_new))))
then
in.new.world
(change.to (the eligible_modules of 7s is 7new_em)
using no.rules)
(change.to (the components of ?s is ?c new))))
(solution
(if (the components of ?s is ?c)
(the supplies of 7s is ?sup)
(the requires of ?s is ?req)
(lisp (system-p ?req ?sup 7c))
then
(change.to (the goal of 7s is solved))))

E.3 Lisp
E.3.1 Lisp Functions
{ln-pac)cage 'kee)
;; Define supplies-f and requires-f to meet Z specification.
(defun supplies-f (module)
(get.value module 'supplies))
(defun requires-f (module)
(get.value module 'requires))

;; Predicate to implement SYSTEM schema
(defun system-p (req sup comp)
(and (null (intersection req sup))
(my-set-equal sup (union* (mapcar #'supplies-f comp)))
(my-set-squal req (set-difference
(union* (mapcar #'requires-f comp)) sup))))

;; eiigible_modules-f
;; Is a function from the components and requires of a system,
;; plus the database of modules,
;; to those modules that are eligible for adding to components.
(defun eligible_modules-f (comp requires)
(letbindings ( (?em nil)
(?comp comp))
(loop.with.bindings (7m is in class module)
when (null (intersection (supplies-f 7m)

requires))
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(lisp (not (member ?m ?comp)))
do (setq ?em (cons ?m ?em)))
Return
?em) )

E.3J2 Sets in Lisp
(in-package 'kee)
;; set operators
(defun my-set-equal (si s2)
(and (null (set-difference si s2))
(null (set-difference s2 sl)>))
(defun my-intersect ion (11)
(cond ( (null 11) nil)
{ (null (cdr 11)) (car 11)}
(t
(my-intersection
(cons
(intersection (car 11) (cadr 11)
(cddr 11))))))
(defun my-union (11)
(cond ( (null 11) nil)
((null (cdr 11)) (car 11))
(t
(my-union
(cons
(union (car 11) (cadr 11)
(cddr 11))))))
(defun union*

(11)

:test #'equal)

:test #'equal)

(my-union 11))

(defun my-set-difference (11 12)
(set-difference 11 12 :test #'equal))
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